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INTRODUC'l'ION . li 
!J 
II 
~rhe need to enlarge vocabulary and deepen understanding JJ 
' I 
of word meanings pre sents a challenge to t eachers from nurseryjj 
!! school t hrough college. ~ e know that the vocabulary of each •i 
" i l
II 
., 
child as he enters school is an outgrowth of his environm:emt. ;; 
II 
·rhe vocabularies used by children will differ, some will have \1 
traveled extensively; oth ers may not have been more than ten 
miles from home; some will have shared many books and stories 11 
:I 
with their parents and other adults; others come from homes iJ 
where little or no reading is done, and some children who have !! 
i; 
had a rather rich background may not have understood all they ii 
1: 
have experienced. In addition to nursery school, kindergarten, !! 
;; 
the community, and the home, many modern devices as motion 
pictures, radio, and television, provide oth er opportuni ties 
for vocabulary developmen t . 
~.chr ough the years there have been several ideas of how 
children acqu i re, word meaning. Today it is generally accept-
,, 
!i 
I 
il 
1: 
I 
!. 
ed that the meanings result from personal experiences. Expand- i! 
I! 
ing the environment brings the growing mind new opportuniti es, il 
'I II 
new symbols, and a larger word knowledge. !I 
j1 •J'ha need :for a rich meaning vocabulary becomes incraas- ~~ 
,: ing ly a vi dan t as the ideas , con capt s , and information in vo 1 ved l 
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'1 depart from the usual activities. An adequate meaning vocabu- .-: 
:1 ;; 
!i lary has broader implications than those to which reference 
I. 
li I' has been. made. According to psychologists, it exerts a pro-
'• 
:: found influence on "&he intellectual life of an individual 
or a race. ~.an's growth in ideas has always been accompanied p 
·! 
li 
II I, 
'I II 
I' II 
,I 
by a corresponding expansion in vocabulary. ·rhrough a rich 
heritage of words, man is now heir to the accumulated ex-
periences and thoughts of the ages. Insofar as meanings are 
clearly grasped, words relate the mental life of the listener 
!i or reader to the thinking of the race. 
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL CHILDREN 
Vocabulary and school achievement ar~ closely related 
to genera l intelligence. Over the yeara the study of child-
._ , 
I ~
" I' 
;; 
,, 
ren 1 a vocabularies has been a source of considerable research. !! 
I 
I 
'l'his study is a summary of the research in the area of vocs.bu- 1: 
" 
lary done at Boston Uni Vlirsi ty between 1930 and 1955. Divided j! 
1! into areas, or specific fields, these investigations may be 
•I 
1: 
classified for the purpose of this study 
ularies; VJord Know ledge or Word Pow&r; 
Vocabulary. 
" as: Record&d Voc~ab- II li 
Developing Specific 1: 
I! 
li 
': i• 
I' 
!i 
Recorded Vocabularies: ji 
gy :11. A study of the pre-school child was made by Hodgkins. 
I · 
'I She tabula ted the spontaneous speaking vocabulary, of 162, j, 
I. 
two to five year old children. All the children came from ii 
I! homes of the high socio-economic level, and attended the same 1: ii 
:I 
nursery school in the .Metropolitan area of Boa ton. I'he period !! 
1: of recording took several months and was done by the regular ,, 
;, 
teachers with the as sis tanc• of the student teachers. The j; 
I' !I 
words recorded ware listed regardless of frequency. ·rhe word il !I 
11 
count in this study is 207,956, of this grand total 2,792 are 11 
,, 
,, 
'I different words. I! 
,, 
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corcoran et al made a study of the speaking vocabulary 11 
I' 
H 
I ' 
:. ,, 
j, 
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!! 
of two hundr•d ninety-one kindergarten children, in t•n i! 
classrooms, in sev•n dif'f'•rent schools, in six different com- Ji 
The typ• of' community va- 11 1 munities, c•ntared around Boston. 
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;. 
ried from a crowded tenement area to a small residential one 
ot high socio-~conomic level. Three techniques were used: 
(1) spontaneous conversation, (2) discussion stimulated by 
questions, and (3) discussion stimulated by pictures. The 
spontaneous method of' recording the child's vocabulary 
brought forth a greater variety of words, as well as, a 
larger running count. The total number of different words 
if recorded was two thousand, four hundr~d and twanty-fiva, and 
I· 
the running count was sixty-fiva thousand, five hundr~d and 
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r twenty-three. l! 
:: !I 
:: 
; . 'J:hirty-si.x words selected from the Boston University :1 
I :1 
! Educational Clinic Primary Word List (words which sound alike li 
;: but are different in meaning) were presented orally by !,II 
25/ 
Hennessey- to forty kindergarten children to determine the 11 
comprehension difficulties for a sel•cted list of words. 'fhe 
" effects of environm~nt wer• evidenced by specific responses I, 
II 
:· 
•' 
' J: q 
li 
to the following words; ball and cellar. 1l'en of the words 
showed a. meager understanding of the word in the meaning en-
I' 
1: counted in the first grade books, but had a greater under-
J, 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
I! 
!I I, 
\i 
i! 
:j 
I 
~; isolation rather than in context may have hindered the child's 
1
1 
i !' response as no stimulus was provided to enable him to recall I 
r standing in another meaning. The presentation of a word in 
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,, 
! a familiar concept and thus derive meaning. 
; 
I 
i Twenty-three readers including pre-primers, primers, 
i· §/ 
j; and first readers, were analyzed by Bannon to discover the 
j' 
l l 
1: meaning kindergarten children havfi for certain words which 
j' 
' 
I' 1: hundred words, which were classif'ied in ten exparisncs areas, 
n 
j: 
,, were selected and used to dev•lop an individual multipl• 
,. 
I• 
choice picture test. The experience field most familiar to 
i: the group was transportation with a score of 74.5 percent of 
•; 
the words known; while ~ature was the laast familiar with a 
! 
, knowledge of tha sixty children from grade one could be con-
F sidered adequate and there was no essential difference ba-
i! 
tween comprehension of the boys and girls. 
,, 
" 
The speaking vocabulary of 615 firat grade children in 
:. 
i· eighteen communi ties of' varied economic levels, was recorded 
I· . !/ 
I. by Bruton et al. D-iscussion, films and filmstrips, ~nd pic-
. :: 
r tures, were used as techniques to stimulate conversation; 
! 
Ji 
:. spontaneous vocabulary was recorded, too. All techniques re-
•I 
;; sulted in fairly fluent conversation. A total of 101,980 
r 
running wo·rds were recorded and the total common to the four 
I! 
ii techniques was 774 words. 
li 
I, 
if The knowledge of one hundred s
1
eventy first grade 
•' 33 
;i children was surveyed by Purington- f'or 100 words of the 
;: 
voca bulary presented in the Alic~ and Jerry Series. 'fha vo-
. i 
I' 
1 cabulary checked by a diagnostic picture test was taken from 
:i 
,, 
1• six first grade readers of the !: 
j; selected were play, people, places, transportation, science 
,. 
' and miscellaneous. It was found that the vocabulary in this 
series falls heavily in the area of science and miscellaneous, 
:; 
,, which contain many abstract words • I 
I! ~ 
1: Gallard was concerned with the background experience il 
;' of 154 first grade children for the Silver Burdett Readers as 11 
!: measured by the comprehension of 100 words using a picture i! 
!: test. ·rhe 100 words tested were chosen in reference to the 
:: frequency in the readers and the infrequency in the I .K.U. 
; 
;; List and the possibility of testing through illustration of 
:: 
" 1 some pictures. I, 
:i 
Every word was known by some of the children 
1: and there was no experience areas so well known that they may 
;, 
,. 
I 
:: be excluded from an enrichment program. In the area of 
'· 
"science," numb•r was the best known with a score of ninety-
I 
,: nine percent, while the area of games was the least known 
1: 
~~ with a score of eighty-eight percent. 
2g_/ 
Genua surveyed the background experience of 126 first 
I 
!· 
:: grade children in the three schools 1 in a large city, to dis-,. 
i' 
1: cover what knowledge thsy had acquired before their intro-
j' duction to a formal reading program. A pictorial test based 
;• on the vocabularies of the Easy Growth in Reading Series was 
' I, 
i' used. 'rhe ninety words tested were those showing the highest 
,, 
;; frequency in the readers and the lowest frequency in the 
ii 
,, 
., li 
.: 
Rinsland List. Places, animals, miscellaneous, (including 
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areas. ~.rhe girls scored higher than the boys in many ins tan-
li 
,, ces, but the difference was not statistically significant. 
w Hefler and Waters surveyed the background experience f• I i ' 
I: !! of forty-three city and fifty-one rural first grade children 
11 !: to discover the experience and backgrounds necessary for sue-
t· cess in first grade reading. Selecting 334 nouns, from the II 
words Smith and Spainhour tabulated in their study, Hefler 
w 
·: and Waters divided them into twenty-four experience fields 
' 
r for usa in a picture test. They found that there was a rela-
;. 
. 
tionship between the word experiences tested by these tests 
; and the actual experiences of the children. Ninety-eight 
L 
:: words ware known by 100 percent of the city children and 
I• 
1, . 
I· 
I' 
:i : 
i' 
i' 
only forty-three words were known by 100 percent of the ru-
ral children. Children from the city had a better knowledge 
;· of most of the words in the interest fields, they also had 
I• 
the test later in the year than the rural group. 
II 
I 
! 
! 
I 
li 
I 
i ~ 
•: 
i: w ii In a survey by Phillips of the experience background q 
: i ; ~
i! needed for reading the Ginn Basic Readers for the first grade, il !: I! 
;; one hundred words were selected for use in a picture test il 
~~ and for purpose of analysis. The words were classified into 11 
:· six experience areas. ·rhe tests were adminis tared by the class 
1 
i [i room teacher to one hundred sixty-seven children, in eight \ 
:~ first grade classes. There were four experience areas in which ! 
I~ 
mora than eighty percent of the children knew the vocabulary ii 
(people, transportation, places, and science). '.:i~here ware no j! 
·J 
:: experience areas tested not known to soma of the children !1: 
!' ! 
li t :1 ' 
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i: and no words were known by all the children. jj 
,I I· 11 
!; 326 words f1•om thirty-one basal readers, ware sel•cted I 
!: ~ : 
i,!; by Thompson and built into a picture test of twenty-two !_./ 
experience fields. Forty-five first grade childreo_, twenty- ,
1 
" 11 
., 
:i 
'• fi 
" 
c ii five boys and twenty girls ware tested individually. 
j' ware no experience fields with complete knowledge, nor any 
r 
! 
1; with compl•te lack of knowledge. There were two fields in 
!• 
which the group knew eighty percent or mora of the words, but i' 
! II 
in ten fields they knew fifty percent or less of the words. 
i: 
:: 
1l'he boys had greater vocabulary knowledge in ten fields, the 
:. girls in three fields. A background of experience is essen-
i· 
I 
tial in any program of vocabulary building. 
To discover th~ background experience of 102 second 
3Q_} 
ii grade children Millinger used a diagnostic picture test for 
i· 
:: 
1: the Alice and Jerry Series of the Row-Peterson Company. The 
100 words taken from the readers were chosen in regard to 
lj 
I; 
ji 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
il i: 
!/ 
I' II 
ii 
II 
II 
I' :j /. frequency of use in the readers and infrequency of appearance I 
j I 
:: in the I.K.U. Word List. The test consisted of pictures by 
I ~ 
1: which the children could indicate their familiarity with ex-
'' 
i\ perience in four areas: people, places, play, and sciences. 
j: The area ~ rated the high as t in the children 1 s under-
!' !; standing, the area science the lowest. The six words under-
'' 
1: stood by all .the children ware:cage, captain, clock, eye, 
., 
;. 
Indian, and pale. It was found that there is a need to an-
rich experiences of second grade children in order to aid in 
their comprehension of basic readers. 
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:; D t Allesandro et al made a study to discover the ex- /i 
I' tl 
' ' ~ I li perience background of children in the third grade as meas- q 
i: !I !! ured by their understanding of 100 words found in the basal il 
i l 
II 
i ~ 
i; readers. A picture test d eveloped and a dministered by the 
q 
i' ii 
1: classroom teachers found three words were understood by every II 
i' l t 
:; child: accident, camera, teakettle. No experience field was ii 
I: understood by all the children. 1'he boys were superior to the 
p 
: ~
:; girls. There were sixty~f'ive words known by qver seventy-five 
i! percent of the wldren. 
DeStefano compared the vocabulary of ten commonly us ed 
:I 
!I p 
!! 
I' il J, q 
J! 
il t: I . 
l: standard reading achievement testa published between 1925 and il 
;: !! 
i: 1947 with the vocabulary of the 1947 edition of t he Laidlaw ii 
!: Basal Readers from pre-primer through the second grade level. i\ 
[, 'rhe total number of new words a t each level were: pre-primer 1/ 
1: seventy-eight different; primer 155 words, first reader 232 il 
II, II 
1
: words and second reader 411 words. 'fha total vocabulary for Ji 
1
; the Laidlaw Basic .H.eaders through the second grade level was il 
f: I! 
1 876 different words. ·rhis st.udy shows a need for the con- 'I i: ,. 
I' , . 
J! struction of tests which contain a larger percentage of basal 
11 
!: !I jJ reader vocabulary and which test a much larger percentage of II 
!: b a sic vocabulary taught in the beg~ning r e ading program. 1,1 
j: A vocabulary study by Battit at al in 1954, recorded 
' II 
!j the spontaneous speaking vocabulary of children in kinder- 11 
:: ,, 
., garten, through grade three. The r e cordings were made over a il 
'i 
I period of six weeks. Many techniques were used to stimulate 1 
i' conversation. A total of 393 children, in fourteen class- j 
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: rooms, in different communi ties participated in this s t~~;-~ .. -~~ ---- ·--- ·· ··- · 
l: 11 
.. I' 
!1 The children ranged in age from three years to ten years and !I 
I !I 
L, f. 
one month. The respective number of running words reported 11 :, 
,; 
\: for these grades: nursery-kindergarten 58,300; 
;i 
i: 13,684; grade two 44,321; grade three 17,583. 
1: 
grade one 
Total number 
il 
I; 
/I 
ij 
!; 
!i of different; words for each grade level: Nursery-kindergarten ii 
1 1; 
:: 3, 419; Grade on a 2, 051; Grade 'ho 4, 445; Grade Three 3, 149; ~~ 
I' .Many different techniques appear to be effective at each q 
;: II 
;, grade level. il 
i' ~ 'I i; A study done by Price was based on a study completed i: 
3/ :.rl: 1954- in which the speaking vocabularies of children in :1 
kindergarten through grade three were recorded. In the 
present study a master list of all words occuring five times 
I! 
I' 
.I !i 
)i 
i ~ 
t' 
•l 
,; 
or more in a ll the grades was compiled. This list was checked P 
il !' against the I.K.U. and the Gates Lists. It was found the.t 
I; f: 
d 
;: 
li 
li 
J: 
children use many words now, which are not included in 
earlier lists. They possess not only an extensive speaking 
oi vocabulary but use mature expressions, such as; accomplish, 
:: 
precipitation, identical, and ventriloquist. The influ-
ence of television was shown in the personalities mentioned, 
ii the programs listed, and the word television itself. The 
1: 
•' I! ,, 
I! 
li 
: ~ 
four lists contained a total of 2,609 words with a frequency 
of five or more. 
12/ 
Derby--at al compiled a speaking vocabulary for child-
!· ran in Grade Two, employing dafini te techniques for stimu-
l• 
l a ting the vocabulary. The motivating techniques used were 
:: 
- -----·-··· --------· .,. .. . 
l: ,1! / 
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i' :, 
il II 
: 'I 11. 
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ii films, pic tur(is, and discussions. Spontaneous vocabulary was i/ 
,. 1, 
;i also included. Sixteen people, observed 577 children, in i' 
I· ,I 
!l ;! 
:: schools of twelve different communities encompassing all de-!, 
li 
·! graes of socio-economic status, within a fifty mile radius of 
i: :l 
, Boston. The total running count for the combined techniques ~ 1 
niques - 693. 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
n I' is 138,636 words. I'he number of words common to all tech-
!: 
y 
I' A survey of Anderson at al, of the basic speaking 
!! 
I' vocab- : 
I 
ula.ry of third grade children stimulated by various techni-
i: ques, involved 454 children from ten communi ties, in three 
I' 
:. 
ii 
I! 
1: jl 
•' !: 
neighboring states was recorded by eleven teachers. All the 
techniques stimulated a great variety of different words and 
1: in some cases there were some specialized words stimulated. 
" ,, 
I 
I 
'I 
/i li 
il 
'I 
1: 
1: 
I! 
I! 
'rhe study revealed 125,390 running words. The different words '' 
t· 1: 
.. 
i! 
j! 
in the order of their greatest variety: Discussion - 3,415; 
Spontaneous - 2,754; Films - 2,046; Picture - 1,540. 
:i )• 
il 
1: 
1: 
I' 
.I 
'I 1: 
li A two form test of multi-meaning words was administered ii 
J: 
to one hundred fifty third grade children in two communities. ii §/ 
Canty 
,, 
! A total of ninety thousand responses were tabula tad. 
et al found that it is evident that some words are better 
1: 
'I j: known than others. The total knowledge of boys was greater 
;, than girls. Nine words were known by all; ci:rcle, fire, hand, 
' 
1
: kite, map, eros s, knock, bat, and bear. Two words, pair and 
i; !: 
:! 
'I 
II 
II 
I! 
Ji I! 
'I L !; I, 
!: 
!\ q 
i' li 
•I 
" shadow, were the least known. It would seam necessary to !/ 
,. teach many meanings of words. J' i 
!: ~ I 
:: In the Johnson study two hundred fifth grade children !I 
:, [ 
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Jl were given three group tests to measure the child's ability ij 
I, to comprehend words in the content areas. All tests were given I 
p II i: by the classroom teacher and all scoring was done by the ·I 
:1 I' !'!, j! wri tar. The population was divided into Q.uartiles according 
1
1 
1: 1! 
li. to the scores on the Capacity Test. ~rhe reading achievement I.J 
:: for the total population was in favor of the upper quartile ['I 
I; 
:: in each ease, the girls were superior to the boys. 
1· I 
, Word Knowledge £! Word Power: 
1: 
1: 
i 
I· 
Simple words although high in frequency in the vocab-
ulary lists, are sometimes a source of serious difficulty 
I 
i 
II 
!j 
li' !i because children, knowing one meaning of a word are unaware ,, 
1: I; 
! ',1 !: ,, 
;; that the meaning required by the special context in which the !j 
1: word occurs is unknown to them. I) 
i: :: 
;; 
i: . To discover to what extent the speaking vocabulary of 
:; 
i : 
i! kindergarten children agrees with the vocabulary of stories 
i: ~ il frequently read to them, Dickson chose thirty stories that 
' 
!l appear in at least two of the three anthologies of children's 
F 
I . ,, 
lo 
•: 
" ,· 
i; with the I.K.U., Hodgkins, and Rins.land Vocabulary lists. A 
i! 
I: total of 3,061 different words was found, 367 of these words 
.t : 
" ;: 
, did not appear on any of these lists, 
i ~ ,, 
i: peared only on the Rinsland list. The results seem to indi-
1: 
!· ii cate that there should be some vocabulary enrichment before 
!: 
!· 
!· ;: 
I ' 
,. 
the stories are read to kindergarten children. 
23/ 
Hay--selected one hundred words from twenty-seven of 
ii 
i! 
I! 
II 
:i 
II 
li 
ii 
II 
!i 
~ ! 
fables told or read to the kiDdergarten child, to discover 
the child's reactions to the vocabulary in children's liter-
a ture. Sixty-five children were tested orally and individ-
ually, then divided into a control group of thirty-one, and 
an experimental group of thirty-two children. ·rhe experi-
;, 
1i while the control group made gains in only a little more than j: ~ 
1: half of the hundred words. Hay concluded that vocabulary 
!• 
l· can be enriched and enlarged at the kindergarten level ll 
,, 
,. through children's stories. 
,, 
i' 
i! 
i. 
li 
18/ 
253 words were chosen by Enright--from sixty-three 
1 text books. Experience words were selected that require a 
I· ,. 
J! background of information for their understanding by kinder-
,. 
" 1: garten children. 
•' 
These words were listed in eighteen exper-
it 
ii 
!i 
il 
!\ 
:, 
li 
,. I 
i' ience fields, then built iDto a series of picture tests, each ! 
,, 
" 
,. child having his own set. Three groups of children were 
tested, two of them in suburban communities and one in a 
:: rural community. One group was 5-0; another 4-10; and the 
,. 
'· third group 4-5. 
ii 
The following conclusions were drawn; no 
I' 
1: 
!: 
:: 
'' ference in the word knowledge background of boys and girls, 
l! 
, with only slightly higher percentages in f~vor of boys. 
i. She 
,. states that the child should be given the background for the 
ii 
I, 
;! books ne will read. 
,, 
l; 
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!; Dunn- measured the knol!,ledge fifty first grade ·child- 1: 
!. ren had for seventy-three words taken from the reading books, 11 
'I that sound alike but have different spelling and meaning. 'rhe I! 
teacher pronounced the words to each child and the child gave 
'· 
!i as many meanings as he knew for the words. Ten words were 
! 
'· 
, completely understood. Twenty-six words that are needed for 
i: 
d understanding first grade work were understood by fifty per-
li 
P cent or less or the children. Nine words had no response. It l! ,, 
'. was found that we need to teach children to watch for new I, 1: 
I' 1: uses of familiAr word forms and to be interested in the 
I. ,, 
' i· ,, 
,, 
,. 
!! 
!! 
•' :· 
possibilities for varied uses of words. y 
Coughlan investigated the religious vocabulary re-
i· quirements presented in Grade-one for word knowledge compre-
'1i 
II 
II 
li 
,I 
:I 
'I 
I• 
,: 
jl 
!I 
II 
I' 
II 
! I 
il 
i! 
hension in Grade-two reading as a contribution to the general I 
; 
i! 
'I 
i• 
I' 
" 
pre-reading program. A list of 100 words that have a special 
significance in the field of catechetical teaching was 
1 ~ ;; selected from a s ampling of catechisms that are used through-
! 
I· i' out Catholic Schools. 
li 
Rinsland's Basic Vocabulary was the 
li i; criterion used in evaluating the content of these texts. 'rhe 
I 
1: 
I ' 
eighty-eight children, (forty-four boys and forty-four girls) 
i! 
I· 
I! 
;. 
' 
were divided according to sex, age, and tested individually. 
i) Only twenty-three of the words occured in the Rinsland' s 
'i !i 
!J !I 
II 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
il ,, 
I, ;. jt 
~ i 
:: 
!i 
List. Ninety-two percent of the children responded correctly ii ~ ' I 
l: to the word Christmas but the words Sacrilege and Infinite !j 
:1 
ij 
II ,, 
had no correct responses. There is little difference in the 
:· 
word knowledge background of the boys and the girls. il ;: I! 
I· )i 
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" ii An analysis by Cunningham--of the meanings third grade ·1 
.I 
I' 
'• 
H children had for a group of 100 multi-meaning words selected 
ii I; from tex ts in reading, spelling, music, arithmetic, and 
I: 
ii ii 
:: 
,: 
1: 
J! 
,, 
II 
ii jl 
science, showed 72.51 percent of the correct meanings known 
by the boys and 70.99 percent known by the girls. A multiple 
choice test, listing five meanings to a word and leaving room 
for additional meanings to be added, was used in this study, 
!! it involved niDety children in a suburban community. Only 
:; 
;r one word in the list of 100, caused no meaning difficulty. 
i; 
j! ,. 
i! Vocabulary Development: 
i: ~ ;: Young compared the vocabularies of ten Standardized 
,. 
!: 'l'es ts in Reading with that of the Primary Social Studies 
,. 
I 
i books of the Curriculum Foundation ~aries. She discovered 
" 
,. 
jj the t there was a wide difference in percent of words common 
i: 
iJ !; 
,: 
i ~ 
li 
ii 
to the tests and the books. Although none of the tests have 
a high percentage of common words, there is a wide range be-
tween tests and in many cases between forms of the same test. 
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II 
!I II 
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'I I, 
I· II 
1: 
:: ,.1 L 1~,·:. Percentages :for the number o:f test words found in tile books i,::' li ranged from 70.31 to 27.76. 
li il I! The vocabulary of the Real Mother Goose, 1947 edition, il 
o! 17' !,: 1: ~!l was analyzed by Eldridge et al. A frequency count of all 1,· \i 
I; 
i! words was made, then compared with four commonly used lists, il 
I ~~~~ 1: 
:
i:_· and the results showed a total of 1751 different words. 1lhe 
li !: number of -words common to all lists was 584 and there were 
1
1 
ii forty-seven nonsense words. 298 words were not common to any II 
" 1: !I 
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i !I 
!! II 
i' ·,1 
·i 
1: r 
r' Il  II 
il 
r: 
;; 
il ,, 
il child and which words must be enriched in order for the child 
.. 
!• 
I' 
I' 
•' !1 
to understand the various Mother Goose verses. 
20/ 
Garber- compared ·~he grade one vocabularies of three 
1: :; basal reading series: 
!: 
The Curriculum Foundation Series, 
;: Reading Foundation ~aries, and the Ginn Basic Readers, to 
! ~
The 
i! i: discover the amount of over lapping in vocabulary among the 
l! 
I< ;: levels of the three systems, There were twenty-six words 
:: 
,, 
1: common to all three systems out of 115 different preprimer 
!: 
' • ii words; twenty-two were common to all three sys terns out of 
:• ,,
;· 
!. 241 different primer words; eighteen words were common to all 
ii three sys terns out of the 446 different first reader words. 
i' These are considered exceptionally low numbers. 'rhe conclu-
j; 
1: sions were that a teacher must know the vocabulary of every 
!I 
., 
i! preprimer in use in order that the children can progress from 
r 
1: 
1: 
.I ,, 
I· 
, I 
i: ,. 
•; 
! ~ 
book to book without losing interest because of poorly pre-
sented vocabulary. 
7.1 
A comparison was made by Cogan of the vocabularies of 
!i 
:: the Grade One and 'l'lvo books of the "Alice and Jerry11 series 
11 
!' and " 'roday Work Play Book" series and analyzed their vocab-
i : ,, 
I' 
l ulary in relation to the Gates Primary Heading •rest. She 
I' 
;! 
found that the texts varied widely in the number and the par-
:: 
li 
I; cent of words used. 
·. 
I 
!• 
!: 
,, 
I: ji but that the Grade One words sampled by the two tests was 
p evenly divided among the three basal reading systems. ;; The 
!: 
i: 
ii 
L 
1: 
I' 
I, 
I; 
'· ,, 
vocabulary of the Curriculum Foundation Series, Grade 'l'wo, 
had the highest percent of words in common with the tests. 
In her study to compare the vocabulary of twenty ex-
tensively used popular children's books published by Simon 
I and Schus tar Company with the vocabulary of the Curriculum 
:. ~ 
! 
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'· ,. 
Foundation Series, Garrity had a twofold aim: (1) wnat 
percentage of words in these books are in the vocabulary of 
the Curriculum Foundation Series, (2) the level on which 
these books should be placed from preprimer through the 
second reader. It was found that the percentage of words in 
the children's books that are in the vocabulary of the basal 
readers range from 98.12 in Donald Du'ck 1 s Adventure to 90.08 
in Howdy-Doody's Circus. Therefore it is possible to say 
that there is a great agreement between the vocabularies. 
But when placed according to levels, the majority of the 
books are too difficult for the average second grade child. 
Also, that the vocabulary is more suited to Grade IV and 
Grade V, but the interest level is below this. 
w ~rhe study made by DeWolfe compared the vocabularies 
of the ~asy Growth in Reading Series and the vocabularies of 
ten standardized Tests to determine: what percentage of the 
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i: 
1: words on each test are 
,I ~ I 
I 
;· 
j• 
i: 
series; the percentage of the total vocabulary in the series J: 
II 
1. which is tested by each test; and the most reliable and valid 
! 
I test in the series. j; It was concluded that the percentage of 
' 
I 
I 
words in the ten tests, which are basal reader words, range 
I 
;: from 76.2 to 31.1 percent. ·rhe total basal vocabulary tested 
:: 
,, 
,, 
!-
I' 
I 
I 
'· 
i' 
I! !: 
1! 
li j. 
by each test is very low, ranging from 38.3 percent to 8.7 
percent. Not one of the tests include enough of the vocab-
ulary of the basal reading series. 
!V Fox made a study of the percentage of words included 
in ten standardized reading tests that were also included in 
the five basal readers of the Scott Foresman Curriculum 
Foundation Series from preprimer through second reader. The 
study reveals that there is a wide difference in the number 
j of words common to the Reading Series and the tests. 
; ~ 
That 
:: there is also a wide variation in the percent of words in the 
tests and in the Reading Series. 'rha t only a small percent 
'· of the vocabulary of the Curriculum :F'ounda tion Series i: 
i: 
is 
:: actually tested; and not one word is common to all tests. 
,: ~ 
:. Johnson constructed and administered a multiple choice ,, 
I 
!; test to determine the meanings that 684 fifth grade pupils 
i: 
ii had for certain words in subject matter areas. She used 
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twenty-five words f r om each of the following fields: arith- 1 
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I 
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•' 
and geography, history, science, litera-health, metic, 
ture. 
I, 
!: 
•: 
Five meanings per word were used, with one or more 
being correct. She found no area in which the word knowledge 
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i: i'l q was a de qua te, the best areas being ari thrnetic and health. Re- i 
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sults show that a program of word enrichment is needed for II J! 
understanding the vocabulary of textbooks used in the content il 
II 
'I 
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I' 
subjects of the fifth grade. 
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i; Purpose: to record the basic speaking vocabulary of third 
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grade children by various techniques and to compare the 
lists resulting from the various methods of stimulation. 
' Materials: 
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'l'he vocabulary recorded was the result of these 
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techniques, namely, Discussion, Film and Filmstrips, 
Pictures and Spontaneous vocabulary. 
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What I Like About School 
How I Feel About Being in a New Building 
My Responsibilities Toward the New Building 
Manners at School 
'l'he Importance of a Savings Bank Account 
My Responsibility on Gym Days 
Planning t h e Halloween Party 
Writing Ou~ Indian Play 
Edward's Birthday Party 
Planning Our Scenery F'or the Indian Play 
The Red Feather Drive 
A Neat Appearance 
Our Christmas Party 
Vacation bun 
Winter Sports 
The Cherry Hill Scandal 
'l'he Release of the American Pri sonars in China 
'l'he Boa ton and Maine r rain Wreck at Nashua, N.H. 
'rhe Fire at Harriet's House 
Planning the New Furniture for Harriet's House 
Talking About the Movie "Heidi" 
The in onderful * orkshop at •rony's House 
How to Model with Clay 
Planning the Swiss Mural 
Our Valentine Party 
Visiting Different Stores 
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Films: 1\ i: 
'· ,,!i Ruby-throated Hummingbird Our Interdependent Nation 
:: Life in the Mountains Life in Holland · 
1 When the ~rost Comes Life in Switzerla nd 
Our Animal Neighbors Historic London 
Rural Life of Mexico Farmers of Europe 
, Birds in Win tar An Airplane Trip 
j; Frisky the Calf Judy's Smile 
,, Life in China Uncle Jim 1 s Dairy Farm 
:, Deer and Its Rela ti vas Animals of the Farm i' i: Food That Builds Good Health Your Cleanliness 
1: How Animals Get Their Food Safe on 'i'wo ·wheels 
How Fish Get Their Food Autumn on t.he Farm 
1: How Mammals Get Their Food Grey Squirrel 
'· How Amphibians Get 'rheir Food ·winter on the Farm 
How Insects Get Their Food Safety in Winter 
The Mailman 
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Filmstrips: 
1: A Day in School 
ji After School Hours 
!! Mexican Children 
i: Farm Animals at the Fair 
:; Fisherman's Wife 
\! Jimmy Raccoon 
:.:. Circus 
Circus Comas to Cut-out 'J:own 
Safety I, II, III, IV. 
Animal Musicians 
Ann Visits the Zoo 
About Our ~arth 
The Niean Old Elephant 
Vacation in the City 
'rhe Biggest Frog 
Mammals of North America 
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Pictures used were from personal collections and evoked ji 
'I discussions on popular topics for the da y, such as: unit 
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~~ s t udy on Foods, Shelter, Clothing, and 'i'ransportation: 
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Science Studies, Seasonal, and Holiday Studies. 
Procedure: Ten communities (in three different S tates) eleven 
teachers, and 454 children, ranging from seven to ten 
years and from slow to above average in achievement, 
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participa ted in this portion of the survey. Four of the n 
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i: used l''ilms and Filmstrips and four used Pictures. The Dis-
I 
cussion Group recorded Spontaneous and Stimulated vocabulary 
each week; the group working on Films and Filmstrips recorded 
Stimulated vocabulary for three weeks at a time and every 
i·. fourth week wa s devoted to Spontaneous vocabulary every other 
I; 
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week. Each teacher broke down her separate collection to an 
alphabetical list, indicating frequency of each word. 
" teachers met weekly to combine their results on their respec-
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tive master lists for each part of the study. 'rhe Study ex-
' tended f r om September twenty-first, to li'ebruary f~fteenth, 
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and at the end of the time , the three groups pooled their 
three separate stimulated master lists and the three separate 
spontaneous lists. The three spontaneous master lists were 
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r regarded as one final list, making a total of four master I! 
I: lists to be compiled for the final analysis. 'rhe foul' maatal' il 
lists ware tabulated into one Composite List for l'hird Grade, 
with final tabulation listed in columns labeled, 
II 
Discussion, 11 
I! 
II Films, Pictures, 
of the four. 
Spontaneous, and the fifth column, a Total !I 
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I· I ii Findi~: L. 'rhere are 125,390 running words included in the 
!' study. ,, 
!: 2. It was discovered all the techniques stimulated 1\ 
1: a great variety of words. 
i: 3. In some there were some specialized words stimu- 1,1, 
li la ted by the specific techniques. ,, 
4. ·rhe techniques in the order of their grea test 1: 
V::J.riety: Discussion 3,415 :! 
1 
Spontaneous 2,754 ![ 
,: Film 2,046 :\ 
I· '1 j: Pictures 1,540 \: 
!: :1 I· ,. 
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Kindergarten. Ed.M. 1950. 107p. 
Purpose~- to discover the meaning kindergarten children have 
for certain words in first grade reading books. 
Materials: Twenty-three readers which included three pre-
primers, six primers and fourte en books, from eleven 
different publishing houses were used to derive the 
vocabulary. 
Pinter-Cunningham Primary ·rest, li'orm A. was also 
used. 
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1: 296 words which were considered possible causes of con- !I 
fusion were classified into ten experience fields. From 11 
I 
this list, 100 words were selected which were easy to 
,I 
illustrate and which might be considered most confusing !1 
:I 
to children .• From these words an individual multiple 
choice test using pictures were constructed. A total 
of 244 illustrations were arranged, three or four in a 
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row, on individual cards. Sixty children, thirty girls, li 
and thirty boys, with a mean C.A. and a mean M. A. of II 
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five years three months. ~rhe children were tested be-
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fore school and during lunch periods in two, ten minute !: 
sittings. When the teacher pronounced the word the 
'! 
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child pointed to the picture. Incorrect responses were li ii 
recorded. 
Findings: The highest score was ninety-four and the lowest 
thirty-four with a mean score of 65.5, S.D. 13.89. 
~rhe data were then analyzed to f'ind the relative order 
of difficulty. The word Airplane was known by all of 
the group. The percent of' words correct in each field 
were also averaged. Transportation was the most fam-
iliar 74.50 percent, while Nature was the least fam-
iliar 52.06 percent. Their was no field in which word 
knowledge of the children could be considered adequate. 
Only four words showed significant differences in 
favor of girls. Otherwise there was no essential dif-
ferences between comprehension of boys and girls. 
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of Children .!!.! Nursery-Kindergarten. Grades ~~ ~~ 
and Three. Ed.M. 1954. 407p. 
i !i Purpose: to record the spontaneous speaking Vocabulary of 
'· 
! 
i 
" I , 
children from the nursery school up to and including 
grade three. 
i: Ir1a teria ls: 
I. 
Many techniques were used at the different grade 
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levels to stimulate conversation. A few of the many 
include: 
Nursery-kindergarten; Excursions, science experi-
ments, drawings. 
Grade One; Relating personal experiences, film-
strips, television. 
Grade Two; Pretending, unit work, pictures. 
Grade Three; Movies, pictures, guessing games. 
Discussions, at all levels, either directed or un-
directed by the teacher. 
P Procedure: A tota l of 393 children, in fourteen classrooms, 
in different communities within a hundred mile radius 
of Boston, participa ted in this survey. Their c .A. • s 
i ; 
i task of recording, was done by the teacher, over a 
period of six weeks. 'rhe frequency of each word was 
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noted in regard to the age of the speaker. 'rhe re-
corded words were alphabetized, and the tabulations of 
each grade were combined to produce one word list for 
that level. ·rhe running words for each group; Nursery-
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kindergarten, 58,300; Grade One, 13,084; " II Grade Two, i' 
II 
44,321; Grade Three, 17,583. 
That many different techniques appear to be effect-
ive at each grade level for stimulating conversation. 
Boys in all of the respective grades used more words 
than girls. 
Following is the total number of different words 
for each grade level: Nursery-kindergarten 
Grade One 
Grade •rwo 
Grade 'rhree 
3,419. 
- 2,051. 
4,445. 
- 3,149. 
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Children. Ed. M. 1955. 105p. 
,I 
1· Purpose: To record the speaking vocabulary of children in 
i' 
i' 
i ji 
'I 
I• 
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I 
grade one, using discussion, films and filmstrips, and 
pictures as techniques for stimulating conversation. 
'' Materials: 
d 
Discussion, films and filmstrips, and pictures, 
were used to motivate conversation. 
;. 
li [i The following list o~ films and filmstrips were used; 
Films 
.. Animals 
:! 
,· 
,. 
I 
;. 
Adventure of Bunny Rabbit 
Animals in Winter 
Bunny Rabbit 
Care o~ Pets 
Farm Animals 
Farmyard Babies 
Flipper, The Seal 
Frisky, 1rhe Calf 
Gray Squirrel 
Pig 'rales 
Poultry on the Farm 
Racky, Raccoon 
Spotty, The Fawn 
The Hare and the Tortoise 
!i Nature 
Autumn On The Farm 
Conservation of Natural 
Resources 
'rhe Wind 
The Community 
'rhe Policeman 
Using the Bank 
Health 
Billy Keeps Clean 
How to Catch a Cold 
Teeth are to Keep 
Holidays 
Silent Night 
The Littlest Angel 
Politeness 
How Quiet Helps the 
School Room 
Listen Well, Learn Well 
Safety 
' ji 
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\'.hat the Frost Does 
Vinter On The Farm Safety To and :B'rom 
The Safety Patrol 
ij 
School i1 
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Goldilock And The Three 
Little Red Riding Hood 
Once Upon A Time 
Rumplestilskin 
Sleeping Beauty 
'l'he 'rhirs ting Stones 
·rhe Ugly Duckling 
Three Little Kittens 
Bears 
Social Studies 
Eskimo Children 
Par t y Line 
The Lighthouse 
To Market, To Market 
Toy Telephone •.rruck 
Vvool 
;: 
i' ,. 
if 
:: Animals 
f; 
Filmstrips 
Stories 
I· 
I 
:. 
A Visit Tb The Zoo 
Animals We Know 
Kittens 
Laddie Gets Lost 
Lad~ies, The Superdog 
Pet Parade 
·roo Many Pets 
Arithmetic 
How To Tell 'rime 
i: Holidays 
: ,. 
,: 
i ~ 
I, 
Thanksgiving Celebration 
'rhe Story Of Thanksgiving 
i! Litera. ture 
i! 
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Fables: 
The 
'rhe 
'fhe 
The 
The 
Greedy Dog 
Lion And 'rhe Goat 
Loud Mouthed Frog 
Mouse \Vho Boasted 
Silly Rabbit 
Jack An 'rhe Bea.nsta.lk 
Mr. Vinegar 
Peter Rabbit 
Puss in Boots 
Rumples til tski:n 
Shingebiss 
'rhe Fisherman 1 s Wife 
The Gingerbread Boy 
The Three Pigs 
':rhe Ugly .Duckling 
'rhumba lin a 
Nature 
A Walk In 1~e Woods 
Autumn And Winter 
Birds 
Pall In The Country and !I 
Town !, 
Sonny Squirrel and the i! 
P~ne Tree 1 
Susan And The l<·orest !''ire !\  
'fhe Deer And The Haystack \ 
'rhe Muddy Raindrops I 
We Learn About Weather 
\" inter In The Country and .
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Phonics: Politeness 
l: 
Consonant Sounds 
Long Vowel Sounds 
Short Vowel Sounds 
A New Cla ssmate 
Conduct And Behavior At School 
When We Have Guests 
; Social Studies 
I, 
I ;: 
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I• 
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Good Helpers 
I Live In The City 
I Live In The Country 
It 1 s Fun ·ro ·rra ve 1 By Train 
Janet Visits A Dairy Farm 
Johnny Goes To 'l'he Store 
Lost and Found 
Policeman At Work 
Seeing 'rhe Airport 
'Ihe Circus 
The Country Fair 
~rhe New England story 
Tommy 'fakes A Train Ride 
The Cradle Of An American 
Industry 
The pictures used were taken f r om magazines, newspapers, 
j; children's books, calenders, children's scrapbooks and 
,. 
!! 
i! teacher's collections. 
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" d :· use : 
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Pictures relating to all of the following areas were 
Nature, Science, Home, School, Circus, Holidays, Ani-
: mala, Personalities, Community and Helpers, Sports, Nursery-
!' 
1: Rhymes, Cowboys, Seasons, Farm, Birds, ·r ravel. 
r j, 
The study covered the period from September through !I 
.I 
h 
I' i' Procedure: 
i ~ ij 
l· i! 
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\: 
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i. 
" I ii 
\I 
I 
February. Once a week, for fifteen weeks, the children II 
I 
,, 
were shown a film or filmstrip which lasted for ten to 
twenty minutes. Af ter the showing of the film or film-
strip the te acher conducted a discussion period of ten 
or fifteen minutes. ·rhe responses of the children were 
recorded by the teacher as she heard them. Vocabulary 
was recorded each week of the study. 
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'.l'he periods when children engaged io converss. tion 
of their own without motivation, such periods as before 
school, recess or during cafeteria time, these were 
considered the ideal time for recording spontaneous 
vocabulary. No limit was placed on the time. 
Ten or fifteen minutes a day was alloted to discus-
sion and it was conducted on an average of three times 
a week. Three types of conversation lessons were re-
corded, directed discussion, "show and tell," and spon-
taneous remarks during free play. The teachers wrote 
., 
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'I I, 
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down as much as they could of each child's conversation. li 
'I 
During the weeks devoted to recording the vocabulary ii 
d 
resulting from the use of pictures each teacher was al- jj 
lowed thirty minutes or two fifteen minute periods. 
'i'he recorded words were tabulated &ccording to the 
number of times each was used and then alphabetized. A 
meeting of all the teachers was held once a week and at 
this time the total number of words and frequencies 
obtained were recorded. After the fifteen week period 
was completed a composite list of all words was com-
piled. 'rhis produced one complete word list. 
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1 Findings: A total of 101,980 runoing words were recorded 
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from September twenty-second, to E'ebruary eighteeo. 
1. The films and pictures were effective in 
briogiog out specialized vocabulary. 
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2. 'rhe di rr e rent techniques were effective 
this order: Spontaneous 2,487. 
Pictures 2,466. 
It1 ilms 2,201. 
,. Discussion 2,075. 
615 ch ildren, coming from eighteen communities 
,. 
I 
·· varied econ omic lave ls, participa ted in t h is study. 
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Gallard, Phyllis L., A Survey 2£ ~Experience Background 
o:f F'irst Grade Children for the Silver .burdett Readers. 
Ed. r • 1952 . 33p. 
Purpose: to discover the background experience of 154 first 
grade children as measured by their comprehension of 
100 words in a diagnostic test. 
aterials: 154 children, seventy-six girls and seventy-
eight boys, from a suburban town of a large industrial 
city, in six classrooms and five different schools. 
~heir C. A. 1 s ranged from five years six months to eight 
years. A picture test was constructed, based on the 
voc abularies of the Silver Burdett Basic Readers. The 
books used were two pre-primers, ~ primer, ~ first 
reader. Experiences from the readers were listed under 
these area s; Play, People, Transportation, Pla ces and 
Science. 
Procedure: The frequency in the readers and the I.K.u. 
List and t he possibility of testing through pictures 
were consider ed when choosing the 100 words. ~rhe da ta 
from the testing results were analyzed to discover: 
:i 
!I 
!I 
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!: 1. How the experience areas rated according to the 
:: dat a obtained from all classrooms. Jl 
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'I I. The experiences common, and unfamiliar, to the j; 
majority. 11 
II A study of sex differences in knowledge of the il 
vocabulary studied. h 
II 
3. 
il 
i: Findings: There were no experience areas so well known that !i 
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!. 
they may be excluded from an enrichment program. 1: Every :i 
,, 
word was known by some of the children. 
:, 
'rhe mean score 1: 
il 
II for the boys was 92.50 words compared with 92.54 words ;I 
I! 
for girls. The difference was not significant. 
,, 
In the il 
area of "Science" number was the best known with 
ninety-nine percent of the children having this know-
ledge. The area of "Games" was the lowest with 
eighty-eight percent of the children having correct 
scores. 
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Meaning ~·.=ords :&,rom ~ Selected List of 'l'hird-Grade 'J!ext 
Books. Ed •• 1954. l60p. 
P Purpose: i - To determine the variety of meanings which children 
!! in the third grade have for two hundred forty multiple-
meaning words found in a selected list of third-grade 
text books. · 
l 
ji 
Books used were: four reading, four social 
studies, six science sod health, two arithmetics, two 
language, two spelling, two music. ~rhe meanings of the 
words were taken from the following five dictionaries: 
I'he Winston Universal Reference Library 1941, 'l'horndike 
Century Junior Dictionary, 1942, 'rhorndike Barnhart 
Junior Dictionary, 1952, Webster's Elementary School 
Dictionary, 1941, The Rainbow Dictionary, 1947. 
i: Procedure: 
jl j: 
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was made to find multi-meaning words, with the result a 
list of three hundred eighteen different words were 
chosen. A further study of the frequency of these words 
resulted in a final list of two hundred forty-eight 
words, eight words being used for sample words. 
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A five item multiple choice test was devised, list-
ing words with some common meanings and some distract-
ors. There were two forms, Form A, and Form B, each 
consisted of one hundred twenty words, eight words to 
a page, with a total of fifteen pages. 
the number of correct meanings. Form A was corrected 
by using a tabulation sheet, Form B by using tag board 
keys. 
The tests were given to one hundred fifty pupils 
g_i ven in the cormnuni ty and E'orm B in the city. Tests 
were administered by the classroom teachers. 
i: 
:' Findings: A total of ninety thousand responses were tabu-
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lated, forty-five thousand for each form. 
'rhe boys had a wider understanding than the girls, 
they had more correct meanings. 
One hundred eighty-two meanings were known by 
seventy-five percent or more of the PUPils in Form A. 
In Form B one hundred seventy-five meanings were 
known by seventy-five percent or more. 
Nine words were known by all, circle, fire, hand, 
kite, fly, na~, cross, knock, bat, bear. 
•rwo words, pair and shadow, 
percent of errors. 
had the highest 
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Cogan, Anna M., ~ Comparison of the Vocabularies of the 
Grade One and Two Books of ~ Alice and Jerry Series, 
'rhe Curriculum Foundation Series, ~ To-Da:y: ~ 
Play Book Series and ~ Gates Primarx Reading ~-
dardized Teat. Ed • .M . 1950. 55p. 
!= Purpose: to compare the vocabularies of the first and 
i: 
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second grade books of the three basal reading systems 
and one standardized teat; to determine how well the 
test samples the basal readers and what percent of the 
words in the test are in the basal readers. 
!! Materials: 
.: 
The texts included four pre-primers, a primer, 
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first and second reader of the Alice and Jerry Series, 
three pre-primers, a primer, first reader and two 
second readers of the Curriculum Foundation Series, and 
two pre-primers, one primer, a first and second reader 
of the " 'ro-day~s Work and Play Series. 11 
The teat - Gates Primary Reading Standardized rest. 
I Procedure: Alphabetized word lists were made for the three 
I ,. 
basal readers, each book of the three series being 
checked separately. All the words of the test were re-
:' corded and alphabetized. 
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!i Findings: The lists were analyzed in the light of the 
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stated purpose: ·rhe texts varied widely in the number 
and percent of words used. 
Corcoran, Claire T. et al. The Speaking Vocabulary of 
,, 
i· 
Kindergarten, Grade I, Grade II, and Grade III. 
:· 
Ed. lf . 1955. 134p. 
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!: Purpose: This study is an attempt to reveal as much as pos-
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I· 
sible the speaking vocabulary of the kindergarten child 
and to record a new vocabulary list. 
I' Materials: /, Ten classrooms, in seven different schools, in 
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six different communi ties, centered around Boston. 'fhe 
type of community varied from a crowded tenement area 
to a small residential one of high socio-economic level. 
The total number of children involved in the study was 
two hundred and ninety-one: one hundred and fifty-eight 
boys and one hundred and thirty-three girls. 
Three techniques of obtaining vocabulary were used 
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(1) spontaneous conversation, (2) discussion stimulated ! 
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by questions, and (3) discussion stimulated by pic-
tures. The pictures used were selected at random from 
magazines, reading readiness books, story books, calen-
ders, and commercial publications. 
Procedure: This study took place from October through Feb-
ruary. Most of the recording was done by the teacher 
' in longhand. 
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The group working on discussion stimulated £I 
questions consisted of three people. Each week they 
made an alphabetical list, individually, of the words 
recorded, and their frequency. ':Chey met once a week 
to combine their individual lists and to make an alpha-
betical file of index cards with one card for each 
word. 'rhis file was tabulated on the final list under 
the heading, discussion vocabulary. 
Another group of four people worked on discussion 
stimulated ~ pictures and one person worked solely on 
spontaneous vocabulary. They also made an individual 
alphabetical list of the words recorded and their 
frequency and they were also tabula.ted on the final 
list, under the proper heading. 
'rhere were four headings on this complete list: 
discussion, pictures, spontaneous, and total. If the 
word had not occured in one of the files, a dash was 
marked under the appropriate heading. 
Spontaneous vocabulary was recorded by every one 
whenever possible, at recess, before and after school, 
during free play periods, work periods, lunch time , 
and in the circle at sharing time. In addition, one 
person made visits to a kindergarten for two hours 
each week for eleven weeks, recording only the natural 
conversation between children. 
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cuasion was sixteen thousand, two hundred seventeen. I' 
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was twerity-two thousand, eight hundred fifteen. 
The total number of words recorded through spontan-
~ vocabulary was twenty-six thousand, eight hundred 
fifteen. 
'rhe total number of running words was sixty-five 
thousand, five hundred and twenty-three. 
The spontaneous method of recording the child's 
vocabulary brought forth a greater variety of words, 
as well as, a larger running count. 
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Coughlan, Mary Christopher, Sister. An Analysis of Religion 
Vocabulary in Grade One. Ed.M. 1950. 76p. 
i. Purpose: to investigate the religion vocabulary requirements 
,. 
'• 
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; ~ \: ;r 
' 
presented in Grade One, for word meaning comprehension 
in Grade Two reading, as a contribution to the general 
pre-reading program. 
,. Materials: Catechisms used were: 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Catholic Faith - Book I. 
Sister Annunziata's First Communion Catechism. 
A Catechism of Christian Doctrine - Prepared 
and Enjoined by Order of the ~rhird Plenary 
Council of Baltimore. 
First Communion Catechism - Reverend P. Henry 
Sullivan. 
5. Our Heavenly Father - Primer (A Basic Catechism :1;_. Text in the "Living My Religion Seriesn) :l 
i: ,. 
,. 
' I. ,. 
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I' 
j ~ 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Baltimore Catechism - Revised - Number I Illus-
trated Study Lessons by Ellamay Horan , Ph.D. 
Living in God's Love - Revised - Fir.st Com-
munion Catechism - Book I. 
A Catechism of Christian Doctrine - Number I -
Supplemented by Reverend Thomas ~ . Kinkead. 
My First Communion Catechism - Illustrated 
Edition Ellamay Horan, Ph.D. 
The New Baltimore Catechism - Number I -
Reverend Michael A. cGuire. 
Illustrated Catechism for Little Children -
Reverend Alphonse Sausen, O.S.B. 
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,, 12. My First Communion Catechism - Reverend Louis 
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i' L. Morrow, D.D. / 
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13. 
14. 
A Catechism of Christi=-n Doctrine - Revised 
Edition of the Baltimore Catechism. 
·me Illustrated Catechism - Part I -
Reverend Aloysius J. Heeg , S.J. 
Hinsland 1s Basic Vocabulary List. 
Otis Group Intelligence Scale - Form A. 
i Procedure: A list of words that have a special significance 
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in the field of primary catechetical teaching was selec-
ted from a sampling of catechisms that are used through-
out Catholic schools. Rinsland's Basic Vocabulary of 
Elementa ry School Children was the criterion used in 
evaluating the vocabulary content of these texts. From 
the vocabulary of the fourteen c a techisms, two hundred 
thirty-five words were listed, but afte r further study, 
one hundred words were selected and it was found tha t 
twenty-three percent of these words were in the Rinsland~ 
list. 
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ii divided according to sex and age. M. A. of ·t:ne boys i\ 
!: ranged from 6-ll to 10-ll; the girls .OO. .A. from 6-9 to IJ' 
li ',1 I; 10-7. ·rhe c • .A . of the boys ranged from 5-7 to 7-7; r 
1
: and the girls from 5-ll to 8-3. · 
!: ,I ! ~ 
:· Words were arranged according to frequency and .. ll !I 
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a ssumed difficulty of comprehension. Children were 
tested individually and all responses were tabulated. 
? indings: A tabulation was made of the number of correct 
responses to each of the one hundred test words and 
the total percentages ranged from 0.0 percent to 92.0 
percent. 
92.0 percent of the eighty-eight children re-
sponded correctly to the word Christmas; whereas the 
words Sacrilege and Infinite had no correct responses. 
The words differed widely in difficulty. 
·rhere is little difference in the word knowledge 
background of the boys and girls. 
n analysis of the responses revealed interesting 
and important evidence concerning the incorrect 
meanings that the children attach to these words. 
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•: !: Cunningham, C • C • , Analysis of Word Meaning from .! Selected 
Vocabulary for Third Grade Children. Ed. M. 1951. 
Purpose: •ro discover the number of understandings ninety 
i: 
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!; 
ji 
third grade children have for a selected list of 100 
words. 
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reading, spelling, j! 
I' 
\ ·ords selected from six texts: Materials: 
i· 
I. 
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music, a.ri thrnetic and science. 
Betts, Emmett A. Guide to Spelling Progress. 
Gray, Wm. and Arbuthnot, M. H. Streets and Roads. 
McConathy, et al. ·rhe Music Hour. 
Clark, Baldwin, and Clark. Arithmetic for Youn! 
Peop e. 
Craig and Baldwin, Changes All Around Us. 
Smith, Nila B. From Sea to Sea 
!! Procedure: 
! 
One hundred multi-meaning words from the above 
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I, 
texts were selected. A multiple choice test listed 
words with five meanings per word. The number of correct 
meanings varied. Room was left for additional meanings 
to be added. 
Teachers administered the test as a power test, 
telling t he children words they could not read. It 
was given in four sittings, twenty-five words a day • 
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in two neighboring schools, in a suburban community. 
·rhe data were analyzed by tallying the number of 
correct and incorrect responses, with a breakdown by 
sex, results expressed in percents. 
:: Findings: Confusions occur in word meaning s with certain 
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words, some words giving trouble to boys, other words 
to girls. 70.99 percent of the correct word meanings 
were known by girls; 72.51 percent by boys. Only one 
word (Cow) in the 100 caused no meaning difficulty. 
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:: D1Allessendro, Yolande, et al. Survey of Background Experi-
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j! ences of 'rhird Grade Children. Ed.M. 1952. 7lp. 
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\i Purpose: to discover by a diagnostic pic ture ·ties t , the 
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,. 
experience backgr ound of children as measured by their 
understanding of one hundred words selected from the 
third grade basal reader published by Scott, Foresman 
and Company. 
ii Materials: one hundred words selected from two basic 
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readers: l. St~eets and Roads. 
2. More Streets and Roads. 
20). children, ninety-six boys and one hundred five 
girls participated, they ranged in age from 7.0 to 10.4, 
and were f r om homes of the lower socio-economic level. 
'fu.e I.K.U. List. 
Procedure: All the words selected in the readers were 
grouped under these general classifications: Transport-
ation, People, Play, Places, Science and Miscellan-
eous.These words were alphabetized and checked with the 
I.K.U. List. 165 words were found that did not appear 
on the list. Fifty-five of the words which were used 
ten times or more in the readers plus ten words that 
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were too difficult to picture eliminated, leaving ! 
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100 words. 
Pictures were found, modified, and traced from 
various workbooks, and dictionaries, to illustrate 
these 100 words. 'l'hey were set up on eight sheets of 
paper, rexographed and put into booklet form. The 
diagnostic picture test was administered by six class-
room teachers. Each child's responses were checked 
and the scores were analyzed to discover: 
1. 
2. 
The vocabulary familiar to the children. 
The vocabulary not known to them. 
j: Findings: Three words were understood by every child: 
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accident, camera, teakettle. The word hearth was 
known by only seven girls and by none of the boys. 
No field was understood by all the children. All 
fields were understood by more than fifty percent of 
the children. 'l'he Transportation words were understood 
by eighty-five· percent of the pupils; . seventy-one per-
cent of the girls and seventy percent of the boys 
understood the words concerning Play;· 
'l'he boys were superior to the girls. 
'l'here were sixty-five words known by over seventy-
five percent of the children. No child received a per-
feet score. 
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' Derby, Anne et al. r he Speaking Vocabulary of Grade •rwo. 
•: 
Ed. M. 1955. 97p. 
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i\ Purpose: to compile a speaking vocabulary for children in II 
'! i: Grade •rwo, employing definite techniques for s timu-
' 
,. 
I• 
\' lating the vocabulary. 
· Materials: l: ·.rwelve different type communi ties, 577 children, 
'· 
within a fifty mile radius of Boston, were included in 
the study. I<'ilms and films trips, discussion on teach-
er- initiated topics, and pictures were the methods 
used to stimulate vocabulary. Spontaneous, non-stimu-
lated vocabulary was also used. 
i. 
!' Included in the films and filmstrips shown are: 
i• 
r 
" Adventures of Bunny Rabbit j' Air All Around Us 
1
:, Airplane Trip, ·:Che 
:; Animals In Modern Life 
·· Birds in Winter 
1: Ca. ttleman, ·rhe 
!' Circus Day in Our 'rown 
i Common Animals of the Woods 
:: Doc tor, ·rhe 
i' Farm Animals i 
L Fireman, 1l'he 
i' 
·· F ood Store, ·rhe 
Grey Squirrel 
!: Hare and the Tortoise, ·rhe 
Insect Zoo 
, Jimmy of the Safety Patrol 
., 
,, 
!' 
•: 
Johnny Learns :tiis l~ianners 
Mailman, 'rhe 
Men of Gloucester 
Milk 
Navajo Children 
Navajo Indians 
New England Fishermen 
Our Community 
Our Foster Mother, lfhe Cow 
Our Trip to a Dairy Farm 
Policeman, ·rhe 
Seashore Life 
'£oday' s Horse F'arm 
Teeth Are to Keep 
Three Little Kittens 
Uncle Jim's Dairy Farm 
Zoo, The 
ji 
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Libr&ry 
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Films trips 
,: Health 
The Eyes and Their Care 
Foods for tieal th 
Getting Ready for Bed 
Getting Ready for School 
J. Keeping Clean 
!: Rest and Sleep 
,, 
'
1 Straight and ·fall 
!: Strong ·reeth 
d q 
\i Reading and Reading Readiness 
I' ,. 
!· Chicken Little 
:: Little Red Riding Hood 
j; Three Little Kittens 
!: The Littlest Cs.mel ¥.:'ho 
,I 
Jj ,, 
f. 
l 
,. 
Social Studies 
Our Homes 
Knelt 
Our Food - where it comes from 
Our Country - natura l resources 
How ~essages are Carried 
, Visiting ·the Farm 
1 Travel is Fun - Part I 
!: Tr avel Is Fun - Part I I ;. 
i: Arithmetic 
,. 
Number Concepts 
' 
:: 
1 Pictures !• 
,. 
Science and Animals 
Billy Beaver 
Glider the Squirrel 
Rudy and Trudy Bear 
Woody Wooopecker 
Animal Homes 
How Plants Live and 
Mr. Vinegar 
The Fisherman's 
The Pied Piper 
Change About 
'fhe 
The 
The 
'rhe 
Doctor 
Fireman 
Mailman 
Policeman 
Wife 
Grow 
·.('here were several types of pic ·Gures used including: 
~ ; 
I' ;. 
!i 
Sea sonal pictures 
Children's activities 
News pictures - current events 
Scenic pictures 
Holiday pictures 
Social Studies pictures 
!I 
i• 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
The children's own pictures 
Pic tures of a ll k i nds brought i n by the ch ildren !! 
!i 
Procedure: In thi s second grade study there were four separ- ll 
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stimulating vocabulary and the fourth group recorded 
spontaneous vocabulary only. 
In the films and filmstrips group there were six 
different towns, with a total of 188 children. Each 
week one or more films or filmstrips were shown. Fol-
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lowing the presentation, a ten minute discussion period j 
was held, the teacher recording in long hand everything 
that was said. 
In the picture group there were three different 
towns with a total of ndlnety children. Twice a week 
a picture was shown and a fifteen minute discussion 
period was conducted. The procedure was to show the 
picture to the children and then wait for spontaneous 
comments. 'rhen the teacher asked questions to stimulate 
further discussion. 
Four people in three different towns were respon-
sible for the compiling of vocabulary through discus-
sion. 109 children took part in this study. Each 
week two fifteen or twenty-minute periods were held. 
The teacher directed the discussion and set them into 
motion by asking a question. ·ropics on the board were 
also discussed. ·rhe teacher recorded everything the 
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I i\ ! eluded in the spontaneous vocabulary study. The study :1 
'' 1' 1' i: j: was conducted in a different way than the other parts ~~ 
i; of the study. The words were collected by three grad- !: 
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uate students who sat in classrooms and recorded all 
non-stimulated vocabulary. Conversation that the 
children had with pupils or teachers at all times were 
recorded. 
~rhe individual members of each group kept an alpha-
betical list of the words and each week the words were 
transferred to a master list. ~rhe master list was di-
vided with each person responsible for five or six 
letters. 
II Findings: 
1: 
(1) ~rhe number of words common to all techniques, 
six hundred ninety-three. 
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( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
'I'he discussion technique motivated 2, 732 
words, it was the largest number. 
Films came next with 3,169 words. 
Pictures, with 2,065 words. 
·rhe number of words recorded from spontan-
eous conversation, 1,787. 
This study included sixteen workers or recorders 
and 577 children from twelve different communities 
in a fifty mile radius of Boston. 
The total running gQ~P.t f or the combined techniques, 
including the non-stimulated or spontaneous vocabulary, 
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De Stefano, D. A., A Comparison of ~ Vocabulary of fen 
Standard Reading Achievement 'l'ests ·:v i th The Vocabu-
lary of· The Laidlaw Basal Readers from Pre-primer 
~rhrough 11'he Second Grade Level. Ed.M. 1948. 120p. 
Purpose: •r o compare the vocabulary of 'l'ests published be-
tween 1925 and 1947, with the vocabulary of the 1947 
edition of the Laidlaw Basal Readers. 
,: Materials: 
il 
The tests used were: 
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1. 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
American School Achievement Test 
Primary 1 Form A and B. -rrride 1. 
Primary 2 Form A, B, and C. Grade 11. 
Detroit Reading 1l'est. 
.r'orm A and B for Grades 1 and 11. 
Detroit Word Recognition iests. 
Form A-;-B"; C, and D. 
DeVault Primary Reading ·rest. 
Form 1, Grade 1 and 11. 
Gates Primary Reading Test. 
Form 1, 2, and 3. -
Lee-Clark rleading ·rests. 
Primer Form A, and B. 
It,irst Reader Porm A and B . 
Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition ·.rest. 
Form 1 and 2. 
Metropolitan Achievement 'l'es t. 
Primary I .t<·orm ..tt. ana ~ 
Primary 11 Form R. and S. 
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i 9. Primary Reading ·rest-Reilly. il 
! Form A and B. 1' 
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10. Unit Scales of Attainment. 
-rorm A. B.- Grade 1 First and Last Half. 
Form A. B. Grade 11 First and Last Half. 
The basal vocabulary used in the study was taken 
from 'f he Laidlaw Basic Readers • ·rhe books used were: 
three pre-primers, one primer, one first reader, and 
one second reader. 
I n order to compare the vocabulary of each test 
with t h e basal reader vocabulary, it was necessary to 
find the total number of different words on each tes t 
form; and then, the tota l number of new words taught 
at each reading level through grade t wo, in the Laid-
law basic system. 
:: Findi ngs: 1. The tests vary considerably in the percent 
i· 
I= of vocabulary on each test, which is Laidlaw basic 
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vocabulary. 
a. ·rhe Detroit Reading 'rest, Form A, had the 
h ighest percent 74.43, the Unit Scales of At-
t a inment ·rest, Form A, had the lowest percent 
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of Laidlaw vocabulary tested. 
The two highest ratings were found on the a. 
Unit Scales of Attainment Tests, Form B tests 
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40.34 percent (of the Laidlaw vocabulary) and 
Form A tests 39.91 percent. 
b • Form l with 8.90 percent and Form II with 
9.02 percent were the two lowest percents and 
were found on The LQs Angeles ~Recognition 
Tests. 
3. 'rhe tests that rata high in percent of test 
vocabulary which is in the basal readers, rate low in 
the percent of Laidlaw vocabulary which is tested. 
73.43 percent of the DeVault 'fest is Laidlaw vocabu-
lary, yet only 11.99 percent of the basal vocabulary 
is sampled by the test. 
4. ·rhree teats, ~ Detroit Reading ~' 
Detroit Recognition Tests, and the Lee-Clark Tests, 
have a high rating on the teat vocabulary but have 
a low rating on the percent of Laidlaw vocabulary 
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i DeWolfe, Barbara Ellen, 
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A Comparison of the Vocabularies 
,. 
!! of ~ Easy Growth in Reading Series and Ten Stand-
ard Reading Tests. Ed.M. 1948. lOOp. 
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i Purpose: as stated in title and to discover: 
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1. What percentage of the words on each test are 
words in the basal reading system • 
2. What percentage of the total vocabulary of the 
basal reading series is tested by each of the tests. 
3. vVhich test or tests yield ~he most valid score. 
The ten tests used were: American School Achieve-
ment Tests Prim. I and II, Detroit Reading ~est 
Gra.des I and II, Detroit Word Recognition Test 
Grade I, DeVault Primary Reading 'fest Grades I 
and II, Gates Reading Tests Grades I and II, 
Lee-Clark Reading Test Primer, Grade I, First Reader, 
Grades I and II, Los Angeles Primary Word Recog-
nition Grades I and II, Metropolitan Achievement 
Tests, Primary I and II, Reilley Primary Reading 
'l'est Grade I, Unit Scales of Attainment Grades I 
and II. 
Books used were: three pre-primers, two primers, 
two first readers, and two second readers, in the 
Easy Growth Reading Series. 
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From each form of the ten tests the vocabulary 
was taken and listed alphabetically. Every word was 
taken in its exact form and counted as a separate word 
in the tabulation process, to find the total number of 
words on each form of every test. The same procedure 
was followed for the basal readers. 'rha lists were 
compared and checked with a check list. 'rhe data were 
analyzed and tables were set up showing the percentage 
words on each test which were in the basal reading 
series, the percentage of the total vocabulary in the 
series which is tested by each test, and the most re-
liable and valid test in the series. 
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1: Findings: 
!I 1. ;rhe percentage of words in the ten tests which are il !, 
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basal reader words ranged from 76.2 to 31.1 percent. 
a. Form I of the DeVault Reading Test has the 
highest percentage, '76.2 percent. 
b. 'rhe Unit Scales of Attainment, has the lowes t , 
31.1 percent. 
.! 2. 'rhe percentage of the total basal vocabulary tested i! 
I' I! by each test is very low, ranging from 38.3 percent to !I 
li 
\1 8.7 percent. II 
a . ·The highest percentage is in the Unit t)cales jl 
i! 
of Attainment which is 38.3 percent· 11 
b. The Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition has 1, 
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1: Procedure: j: Each s t ory chosen w~: s ;;•ord counted and words 
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were listed alphabetically, a mark was placed beside 
each word every time it appeared. The headings of the 
final record of each story are: (Column one) - con-
tained the alphabetized words; (Column two) - F -
(frequency) number of times each word was used; 
: (Column three) Rinsland; (Column four) J;.K.U. 
:: (Column five ) Hodgkins. The list of words or Column 
I. 
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one wa s compared with Column three, four, and five, 
and if a word was also on any or all of the lists a 
star was placed in the proper column. No proper names 
were included in the word count. 
!i Findings: 'l'here was a total of 3,061 different words. •rwelve 
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percent or 367 of the total number of different words 
did not appear on any of the three lists used for com-
parison and another 1,198 words or 39,137 percent of 
these words appear only on the Rinsland List. It ap-
pears that many of the stories contain words that are 
not spoken or understood by the kindergarten child. 
It would seem that before reading these stories to the 
kindergarten child there should be some vocabulary 
enrichment. 
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Purpose: to discover the understanding fift;y first grade 
children have for words, selected from first grade 
books, that sound alike but have different spelling 
and meaning. 
i• 
I· p 
,: li a terials: Fi f ty children in two first grade classrooms in 
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an indus t rial town, bordering a city. Seventy-three 
words were chosen, on the basis of identical spelling 
with different meaning, and different spelling with 
different meaning, from the books used in both first 
grades. The books, the Scott Foresman, and the Silver 
Burdett, first year Series, 
Songs for Little Singers 11 and 11 The American Singer". 
The C.A. of t he children at t he time, six years and 
six mon t hs. 
J. Procedure: 
i 
After formulating the vocabulary list to be 
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tested, each word was listed with a ll of it ' s forms; 
An individual oral test was given, and the testing 
program was carried on before school and during the 
lunch h our. 
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knew. 
·r he testing continued with each child as long 
as he was interested. 
11 responses were recorded. 
Findings: It was discovered that we need to teach children 
to watch for new uses of familiar word forms and to 
be interested in the possibilities for varied uses 
of words. 
..t<'ifty-one words had incorrect responses, some 
because of poor auditory perception. 
fen words were completely understood. 
Twenty-six words that are needed for understBnd-
ing first grade work were understood b~ fifty percent 
or less of the children. 
Fourteen words were understood better in another 
form not necessar y for understanding books used in the 
first grade. 
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Eldridge, Katherine Abby, at al. Analysis of Mother Goose 
Vocabulary. Ed .• M. 1949. llOp. 
' i. i Purpose: To compare the vocabulary of the 1947 edition of 
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The Real other Goose, published by Rand McNally and 
Company, with several commonly used word lists. 
Materials: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The word lists used were: 
Gates, Arthur I. 
Grades. 
A Reading Vocabularz for Primarz 
Rinsland, Henry c. A ~asic Vocabulary of Elemen~ 
tary School Children7 
I.K.U. A Stldy of the Vocabulary of Children 
Before Enter ng Fir~Grade. 
Boston University Educational Clinic Primary Word 
List. 
'l'he vocabulary of The Real Mother Goose. 
--
Procedure: 'rhe vocabulary of :rhe .tieal Mother Goose, 1947 
edition, was analyzed by making a frequency count of 
all words. All of the words that were common to Mother 
Goose and to one or more of 
mary word lists, were noted. 
not used if the primary form 
'.L'he boo.r::s were examined with reference to the language 
used and the number of verses included. 
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compared with four coruaonly used lists, and the results 
showed a total of 1, 751 different words. 'fhe number of 
words common to all lists were 584, and there were 
forty-seven nonsense words. 298 words were not common 
to any list. With the derived list developed from this 
study, it is possible to determine which words may be 
meaningful to the child and which words must be en-
riched so that the child will understand the various 
Mother Goose verses. 
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~nright, Elisabeth Lenora, The Analysis £g Kindergarten 
Children •s Speaking Vocabulary in Relation ·.ro F'irst 
Grade Reading Needs. J:!;d.M. 1943. lOOp. 
Purpose: to investigate the vocabulary requirements on the 
Kindergarten Level for word meaning comprehension in 
Grade One reading as a contribution to the general 
pre-reading program • 
a terials: Sixty-three basal and supplementary books pub-
lished from 1931 - 1941 inclusive. 
were twenty-six ~re-primers, twenty Primers, and seven-
teen First Readers, selected from fifteen pUblishing 
companies. Books included in the supplementary group 
were; Arithmetic, Social Studies, Safety, Health, 
Science Stories, and the regular readers. 
Procedure: The speaking vocabulary, of ninety-six kinder-
garten children from three different communities (urban 
and rural) were analyzed; in order to study its re-
lationship to first grade reading needs. From a list 
of 652 experience words classified in eighteen experi-
ence areas, 253 words were chosen as representative and 
suitable for picture tests which were then constructed. 
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Experience words selected required a background of in-
formation for their unders ·t;anding by children. For 
tes ·l:iing purposes, the ninety-six children were divided 
into three groups of thirty-two each, according to age 
laval; one group being five years old, another four 
years ten months, and still another four years five 
months. ·rhe children were tested in groups of four, 
divided according to sex. Each child was given a copy 
of the test and asked to point on the paper to the 
picture of the word dictated. Responses were recorded 
by the teacher. 
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!I Findings: the percentages obtained for the three groups 
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show distinct variations in the number of children cog-
nizant of the experience. The higher the minimum age 
requirements, the larger the word meaning vocabulary. 
The range of percents of the number of words known by 
each group was; Group 1, f ransportation 96.16 percent 
to 48.61 percent in Wild Animals, (with an averag~ 9f 
seventy-seven percent); Group II, 87.01 percent in 
Transportation to 31.56 percent in Insects, (average 
64.4 percent); Group III, 79.92 percent in N~ght · to 
25.93 percent in Insects (average fifty percent). ~here 
were slightly higher percentages in favor of boys over 
girls in each of the three groups; the total average 
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differen ce i n word knowledge was found to exist be-
tween t he urban and rural communi t ies. It was there-
fore concluded that al.l areas needed f urther enrich -
men t , and tha t th e lower the minimum age :requirements, 
t he more enr ichment was needed. 
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with the Curriculum Foundation Series. Ed.M. 1948. 
52p. 
Purpose: To find the percentage of words included in the 
test and in the basal series, as well as the percentage 
of the vocabulary of the basal series tested. 
Materials: ·rhe seven books used from the Scott F'oresman 
Curriculum Foundation Series were, the three pre-
primers, the primer, the first reader, and the first 
and second level second readers. The following ten 
reading tests "Were also used in the study: 
1. 
2. 
American School Achievement ·.rests. Forms IA, 
and I B for grade one; IIA, IIB, and IIC for 
grade two. 
Detroit ~ord Recognition Test. 
D for grade one. 
Forms A, B, c, 
3. Detroit Reading Test. Forms A and B both for 
g r ades one and two. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
De Vault Primary Reading Test. 
grades one and two. 
Form I for 
Gates Primary Reading Tests. Form I, II, and 
III all for grades one and first half of grade 
two. 
Lee-Clark Reading Test. Primer Forms A and B 
for grade one, and First Reader Forms A and B 
for grades one and two. 
Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition •rest. 
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10. 
Forms I and II both for grades one and two • 
Metropolitan Achievement fests. Primary I 
Battery Forms R and S for grade one, and 
Primary II battery Forms R and S for grade two. 
Reilley Primary Reading Test. 
for grade one. 
Forms A and B 
Unit Scales of Attainment. Forms A and B for 
grade one first half, forms A and B for grade 
one last half, Forms A and B for grade two 
first half, and Forms A and B for grade two 
last half. 
ji Procedure: 'l'he Vocabulary lists were made by alphabetizing 
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the new words presented in each book. '.rest words were 
checked against the five Basic Relilder Vocabulary Lists. 
Inflectional variants of a word were not checked unless 
they were on the Basic Reader Vocabulary List. Five 
Basic Readers Vocabulary Lists were formulated from the 
books. 
ll Findings : The percent of words in both the tests and the 
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reading series varied from thirty-three to seventy-five 
for the first grade tests, fifty to eighty-one for the 
second grade tests, and fifty-nine to ninety-one for the 
first and second grade tests. The percent of the Currie-
ulum Foundation Series vocabulary tested ranged from 
twelve to thirty-seven in the tests for the first grade, 
from nine to thirty-four in the tests for the second 
grade, and from eight to twenty-eight in the tests for 
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the first and second grade. The tests which sampled 
the highest percent of vocabulary of the Curriculum 
Founda tion Series were the Reilley Primary Reading 
Test Form A for the first grade, the American School 
Achievement ·rest Form B for the second grade, and 
the Gates Primary Reading Tests Forms I and II for 
t he first and second grades. 
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ular~es of Three Basal Reading Systems. - The Curricu-
lum Foundation Series, - ·rhe Reading Foundation Series, 
and The Ginn Basic Readers. Ed.M. 1952. 78p. 
i. 
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1: Purpose: to determine the amount of overlapping in vocabu-
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lary among the levels of the three basal systems used 
in this study. 
1: Materials: 
j. 
The vocabularies from !i'i ve books in uhe Curricu-
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lum Foundation Series, Five books in the Ginn Basic 
Reader Series, and Six books in the Heading Foundation 
Series, in the pre-primers through the first readers, 
were studied in these series: 
1. Gray, Williams., Curriculum Foundation Series, 
Scot t , Foresman Co., Chicago. 1946. 
2 . O'Donnell, Mabel, Reading Foundation Series, 
Row-Peterson Publishing Co., Illinois. 1947. 
3. Ousley , Odille, and Russel, D. H., Ginn Basic 
eaders, Ginn and Co., New York. 1948. 
h Procedure: 
: ~
The total vocabulary of 1,164 words, 194 found 
in the ten pre-primers, 354 found in three primers, and 
616 found in the first readers were studied. All inflec-
tiona l variants, and, proper names, excluding the 
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added - s - sounds in nouns and verbs, was included. 
'l'he list of words from each level was alphabetized • 
Check sheets were made, using the Curriculum Foundation 
Series List as the basic set, fol l owed by the two 
columns to check if the word appeared in either of t he 
:i 
I 
other two series. i' ·rhe amount of overlap was then deter- ,r ll 
.. 
i ~ mined from these sheets. 
'· 
:: Findings: 'rwenty-six w'ords are common to a ll three systems 
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out of t he 115 different pre-primer words; twenty-two 
words are common to all three systems out of the 241 
different primer words; eighteen words are common to 
all three systems out of the 446 different first reader 
words. These are considered exceptionally low numbers. 
The number of new words needed to be taught when 
changing reading series varies from t wenty-two to 
tw enty-seven for pre-primers: fifty to fifty-two for 
the primers and 122 to 123 for the first readers. 'l'here 
seems to be a trend towards a core vocabulary in the 
first grade reading books. 
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Garrity, Madeline A., A Comparison of the Vocabularies of 
'rwenty Children 1 s Books ~ the Vocabulary of the 
Curriculum Foundation Series. Ed. !Yi . 1952. 72p. 
Purpose: to compare the vocabulary of twenty widely used 
popular children's books published by Simon and Schu-
star Company, with the vocabulary of the Basal Readers 
published by Scott, ,t.'oresman and Compa.ny, New York. 
Materials: ·rhe twenty popular children's books, chosen at 
random, from the pupils own library. 
Basa l Readers used were: 
Procedure: 
Pre-primer Level l, 2, and 3. 
Primer 
First Reader 
Second Reader Level l and 2. 
a system of card filing was devised to cornpi.le 
the vocabulary from the twenty books. The vocabulary 
of the first book was alphabetically recorded, and each 
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word was printed on the top of a card with number one II 
Of Ill written beneath. This was to indicate that each 
these words appeared in the first book. The vocabulary \ 
II 
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!I 
of the second book was also arranged alphabetically. 
Words from t he first book which were found in the 
s econd book were numbered two on the word card indicat-
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ing that it was also found in book twm. 'rhe twenty 
books were processed in this way. Each card was then 
checked against the master list of the Curriculum 
Foundation Series. t~en all cards were filed, with the 
proper notation for grade, and individual placement 
marked, th e results were tabulated. 
Findi ngs: 'fhe percentage of words in the children's books 
that are in the vocabulary of the basal readers range 
from 90.08 in Howdy-Doody's Circus to 98.12 in Donald 
Duck's Adventure. Therefore it is possible to say that 
there is a great agreement between the vocabularies. 
But when placed according to levels the majority of 
the books are too difficult for the average second 
grade child. Only three of the twenty children's books 
were found to be comparable in vocabulary to Grade II, 
five t o Grade III, eight to Grade IV, and four to 
Grade V. Also, that the vocabulary is more sui ted to 
Gr ade IV and Grade V, but the interest level is below 
this. 
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Purpose: to discover which experiences the children had ac-
quired before their introduction to any formal reading 
program and which of these experiences require more en-
richment to attain maximum understanding and success in 
reading. 
i• Iva terials: 
I· 
I• 
an inventory check of the experiences of 126 
I· 
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first grade children, in six classrooms, in three 
schools of a large industrial city. 
A pictorial test based on the vocabularies of the :i II 
II 
i j 
Easy Growth in Reading Series by the John c. Winston Co., i; 
- ii 
Philadelphia.. The six books included three pre-primers, 
two primers, and two first readers. 
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1: Procedure: In order that the vocabulary list would not be too 
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lengthy for first graders, ninety words were selected, 
those showing the highest frequency in the readers and 
the lowest frequency in the Rinsland list. ·rhese words 
II 
I! :, 
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II :, 
!I 
! were classified under the following headings: !.· Animals, i 
Birds, and Insects, ~· Toys, 3. Dramatic Plays, 4. Trans- I 
portation, 5. Places, 6. Foods, 7. Miscellaneous, 8. :Num- 11 
II 
I· ber Concepts. 
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·rhe data from testing results were analyzed to 
discover: 1. ·rhe difficulty of the test items. 
2. 'rhe areas of greatest knowledge. 
3. '.Che areas of least understanding. 
4. ::>ex differences in the above items. 
Findings: No i tern was known by all the children. 'rhere was 
a wide difference in background experiences exhibited. 
Most children were familiar with the present mode of 
transportation and toys. The results of this test 
showed a score range of twenty-two percent to ninety-
seven percent, the mean falling at 77.2 percent for the 
boys and 82.3 percent for the girls. fhe girls scored 
higher than the boys in many instances, but the differ-
ence was not statistically significant. The area of 
least understanding were "Dramatic Play11 and "Number 
Conceptsu. ·rhe mean C.A. for the girls was 72.4 months 
compared to 71.4 months for the boys. 
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Pre-primary Children's ~terature. Ed . :t-i • 1942. 92p. 
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i' Purpose: is to discover the child 1 s reactions to the vocab-
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ulary in children's literature, commonly told or read 
to him, and to determine the value of instruction in it. 
1a terials: t wenty-seven of the most popular and commonly 
read Stories, Rhymes, and Fables f r om several recog-
nized chi ldren's collections. f hese sources were skim-
med for words not found in the I.K.u. List. One word 
was chosen from each short rhyme and four words ~ selected 
from each story and fable, making a total list of one 
hundred words. 
I; Procedure: 
ii 
A group of six ty-five sub-primary boys and girls 
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from a ci t y and a town school were tested individually 
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and their exact response s recorded. II A complete sentence jj 
was first read orally by the tes-ter, t o determine jl 
whether t he meaning of the word was intensified through 11 
its position in the story. A second time the sentence 11 
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was shortened to a phrase, with the special word meaning 
' I 
in i t s origina l place. 'fhe third time, the word a lone 
was repeated and the respor1se of the ch ild recorded. 
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'i'his group was then divided into control and experi-
mental groups, and the two schools had one of each 
group. The thirty-one ch ildren in t he control gr oup 
h ad a mean C. A. of 5-9 and a mean M. A. of 6-5. 
thirty-four children in the experimental group had a 
mea n C. A. 5-11 and a mean M. A. of 6-3. :::> torie s and 
words were arranged according to the month in which 
they were to be read. 'i'his period of study, which 
averaged fifteen minutes a day, fou r days a week, 
lasted for four months. In each ca s e after the speci-
fie story was told the teacher all owed natura l and 
individual interpretations, such as through play, 
creative drawing, dramatization, experiences, pictures, 
and discussion. 
At t he end of the experiment the groups were re-
tested and their results determined. 
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,: Findings: In t he pre-test scores, the difference of the 
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me an (8.68) favored t he Control Group, but with retest 
it favors the l!:.xperimental Group. The mean score on the 
pre- t est were 38.56 for the Control Group and 29.88 
for the Experimental Group. On the re-test the mean 
I 
scores were 42.78 for the Control Group and 56.65 for 
the Experimental Group. In nei t her test were the dif-
ference statistically significant. However, when con-
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sidering the mean gain by each group, the difference 
was sligh tly in favor of the experimental group. 
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Hefler, f: artha, and Waters, Leola; A ~tudy to Discover the 
Experiences and backgrounds Necessary f£! ~uccess in 
First Grade Reading. 1952. 149p. 
'· Purpose: j. a s stated in title, and to compare the experience 
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I• 
backgrounds of rural and city children. 
ia terials: Words tabulated by Smith and Spainhour from basal 
readers and supplementary texts and used in their study, 
were used in this study to build word experience tests. 
I ,, 
i! Procedure: 
!' 
334 nouns appearing three times in basal texts, 
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five times or more in supplementary readers, and on t he 
Gates word list were built into an experience test, 
consisting entirely of pictures, and divided into 
twenty-four interest fields. The tests were then admin-
istered to fifty-one children from rural areas. 1l'he 
children were tested in groups of not more than five. 
As t he nouns were pronounced the child was to point to 
the correct picture on his paper while the teacher re-
corded uhe response on a chart. 
1
' Findings: As a total group, the children from the city had 
a better understanding of the words in most of the ex-
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perience fields. The word difficulties in each inter-
est area were analyzed and recorded separately for city 
and rural children. ·.rhe order of difficulty of all 
words tested for city and rural children was included 
in the study. Percentages of correct responses for 
each area as a whole were presented, comparing rural and 
city girls, rural and city boys, and total rural and 
city population. Ninety-eight words were known by 100 
percent of the city children and only forty-three words 
were known by 100 percent of the rural children. In 
the city group twenty-eight words were known by fifty 
percent or less, while in the rural group forty-eight 
words were known by fifty percent or less. It was 
felt that the city children received better scores 
because they had the test later in the year, and they 
had attended kindergarten, while the rural children 
had not. 
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·· :a:ennes sey, Geraldine P., 1l'he Analysis of Some Comprehension 
Problems of Kindergarten Children. l:!:d.M. 1949. 
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L Purpose: An analysis of the vocabularies of young children; 
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to determine the degree of unders ·tanding of words alike 
in sound but different in meaning which the child may 
encounter in beginning reading. 
I• !· ilia terie.ls: Thirty-six words selected from the Primary Word 
' I ): 
; . 
List of the Boston University ~ducational Clinic. 
Forty children, twenty-two boys and eighteen girls, 
in a pub lic school kindergarten of a large city. 
at time of test 5-4. 
C. A. 
' Procedure: !; A total of forty-six words were selected, but 
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ten of the words selected for study appeared in more 
than one form. Leaving a total of thirty-six words 
which were presented orally to forty kindergarten child-
ren. Each child had two fifteen minu t e test periods, 
eighteen words were tested in each period. 
~he oral responses of the word, which were listed 
in alphabetical order on individual sheets for each 
child, were recorded by the teacher. 'I'he results were 
analyzed to show: 
1. Correct responses. 
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2. Incorrect responses. 
3. Order of difficulty of the words. 
I Findings: The thirty-six words had many meanings. 'rhere 
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were complete understanding of three of the words 
tested. The meaning of two of t hese words was the 
meaning wich would be necessary for understanding in 
beginning reading. 
£he effect of environment was evidenced by certain 
responses. 
Ten of the words tested showed a meager under-
standing of the word in the meaning encountered in 
first grade reading books, but had a greater under-
standing of the word in another meaning. 
Fourteen of the words showed fifty percent or 
less comprehension of the meaning necessary for be-
ginning reading; this indicated the need for pro-
viding special enrichment for these words. 
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Hodgkins, A. M. • , '£he ·fabulation of the Spontaneous 
Speaking Vocabulary of ~ ·rwo to Five Tear Old 
Children. Ed. M. 1947. lOlp. 
Purpose: as stated in the title, and for comparison with 
some of the existing vocabulary studies. 
i1e. terials: Words representing the spontaneous speaking 
vocabulary of 162 nursery school children, attending 
the same school, within a ten mile radius of Boston. 
Procedure: 'I'he words comprising the conversa tiona were tab-
ulated according to the age of t h e ch ild, were listed 
regardless of frequency, and arranged alphabetically. 
A to t al of 207,956 running words were recorded and of 
these 2,792 were different words. 'f he actual record-
taken by t he regular teachers and the student teachers 
of the school. However, for a period of several 
months, one person was assigned specifically to this 
task. Some of the parents co-opera ted by recording 
conversations at home. 
Findings: it was found that pre-school ch ildren's English 
is f a r f rom being established at this age. Besides 
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having difficulty with the process of mastering pro-
nunciation, grammatical mistakes, too, had yet to be 
mastered. 
Her results tend to show that numerous lists have 
been published of the speaking vocabulary of individ-
ual children, but very little appears available for 
the pre-school groups. 
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Hughes, Alice A., An Analysis of the Vocabulary of Two 
Standardized Reading Tests in Relation to the Vocabu-
lary of Three Heading 'ys terns. ~d.M . 1950. 6lp. 
Purpose: as stated in title; and to discover, (l) the 
percent of words included in the tests and in the 
basal readers. (2) the percent of the vocabulary of 
the basal readers that are included in the tests. 
lv~ a terials: tests used for comparison were; .American School 
Achievement, Forms IA and IIA, and the ~letropoli tan 
Achievement, Forms I R and IIR. 
f he basal reading systems used were, 
Plax_ Books, The Reading Foundation Series, and the 
Curriculum Foundation Series. 'rhis included eighteen 
books, eight pre-primers, three pr imers, three first 
grade and four second grade readers. 
Procedure: The words in each test and in each battery were 
tabulated and alphabetized, with the variants listed as 
separate words. ·rhe words · in each basal reader were 
also listed and alphabetized. Check sheets were pre-
pared in order to compare the test and reader vocabu-
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laries. As each word on the reading list appeared in 11 
the exact form on the test list, it was checked off. ~~ 
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; ill !: I i: Findings: The percent of words included in the two reading . 
I· :! 
j; tests and in the three basal reading systems is not !i 
I! very high. In Grade One it ranges from twenty-six I! 
i' 'I I! 
1\ to forty-five and in Grade Two from twenty-seven to IJ 
i, 
i: 
fifty-four. ·rhe Grade One words sampled by the tests 11 
!I 
II 
are quite evenly divided among the three basal read-
ing systems. 
'rhe vocabulary of the Curriculum Foundation 
Series, Grade •rwo, had the highest percent of words 
in common with the tests. 
fhe percent of the voc~bulary of the three basal 
reading systems included in the two tests was very 
low, ranging from six to twelve in Grade One and 
from six to thirty-two in Grade ·:rwo. 
'l'he sample of Grade One words in the two tests 
is evenly divided among the three basal reading 
systems. 
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Johnson, Margaret P., 
1. An Analysis of Some Comprehension 
,. 
'I I, 
Problems in Content A.reas of 200 Fifth Grade Children. 
Ed •• 1953. 6lp. 
,; 
i' Purpose: as stated in the title and comparisons will be 
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made on the basis of chronological age, mental age, 
and reading achievement. 
a terials: Group ~esta used: 
1. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity ~· 
Intermediate, Form A. 
2. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. 
Intermediate, Form A. 
3. '£he Johnson Word neaning Test. 
'fhe group of children from Hampton, Virginia, 
were hetrogeneous in nature, they came from superior, 
average, and homes of low socio-economic level. The 
majority came from the low socio-economic level. 
'l'he mental age of this group of two hundred fifth 
grade children was a little above ave.rage. ·rhe mean 
C.A. in months 133.2, in M.A. 135.0. 
Procedure: The three group tests were administered by the 
classroom teachers. 
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:; two sub-tests, Word Meaning and Paragraph .Meaning 1! 
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were marked by the children in response to the ques-
tion or when pronounced by the examiner. 
'rhe Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement 'rest 
measured t.he children 1 s achievement in reading, two of 
the f'our sub-tests were used; Word Meaning and Para-
graph Meaning. Comprehension of the tests was measured 
by f'ive multiple-choice questions which measured five 
different a spects of reading ability. 
fhe Johnson Word Meaning Test measured the under-
standing of words in history, geography, language, 
science, arithmetic, and health. A multiple-choice 
f'orm that measured word meanings which had one to five 
correct responses. ~he children checked each correct 
response they knew. 
'f he population was divided into Q.uartiles accord-
ing to the scores on the Capacity Test. 
Findings: ·r he correlations; two of them, mental age and 
reading achievement were low and positive, and one, 
chronological was low and negative. 
·rhe reading achievement for the total population 
was in favor of the upper quartile in each case. 
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·rhe Johnson ~ •res t showed differences in each 
quartile, Q. and Q showed the most difference, 
4 3 
Q and Q showed the least difference. 
3 2 
In reading achievement the girls were superior to 
the boys in each quartile but the differences were not 
statistically significant. 
'.£lhe comparison of Johnson ·rest scores of boys and 
girls, although not significantly different, were in 
favor of the boys. 'rhe grea teat difference was in Q. ; 
1 
the scores in Q, 
3 
were identical. 
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J ohnson, ruary Elizabeth , ~tudy of the Understanding of 
Vocabulary of Gontent Subjects ~ Children of Grade 
Five . .c,d . . 1950 • 9lp. 
Pui•pose: ·r o construct and administer a test to determine 
the meanings fifth grade pupils had for certain words 
chosen from the subject matter areas. 
Materials: The 1,500 words selected were from the text 
books that pupils use daily. They were taken from the 
g los sary, index, pronouncing word:. lists, and included 
words in its.lics, and technical terms t hat often cause 
diffi cu 1 ty. A random sampling of 150 words, twenty-
five from each of these subject matter fields: arith-
:r 
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me tic, health, geography, history, science, and li tara- :: 
ture, were checked against the 11 '£horndike List of 
30,000 words" and the 11 Luella Co le's r echnical Vocabu-
lary .List" for frequency. Five dictionaries were used 
to secure the meanings of the chosen words: 
1. The fhorndike - Century Junior Dictionary. 
2. ~rhe \'Jinston Simplified Dictionary. 
3. Webster's Elementary Dictionary. 
4. Funk and Wagnall's Unabridged Dictionary. 
---- --- --~------
5. ~rhe .Executive 1 s Desk .book. 
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:: 'JI 1: 1, i' i: Procedure: A multiple choice test, divided into six sec- II 
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tiona, each containing twenty-five words was con- ij 
J, 
structed, it presented five meanings per word, with 
one or more of the meanings correct. It was planned 
as a group test, to be given in three sittings. Fol-
lowing a preliminary try-out, a heterogeneo~s group 
of 684 fifth graders were tested by their teachers. 
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Findings: No chi ld knew all of the meanings of the vocab- i! II 
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ulary tested. One or more meanings were known for twelve \i 
1: 
words by the group. 'l'he remaining 138 words were un- ji 
familiar to some of the pUpils, as they failed to rec-
ognize any of the meanings. The relative or~er of 
difficulty for the subject matter areas was arithmetic 
67.64 percent correct, health 56.41, history 44.33, 
geography 43.21, literature 41.79, science 38.64. 'fhe 
results show that a program of word enrichment is 
needed for understanding the vocabulary of textbooks 
used in the content subjects of the fifth grade. 
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Millinger, Carolyn G., A Survey of the Experience Back-
ground of Second Grade Children. Ed • .M. 1952. 62p. 
Purpose: to discover the experience background of one hun-
dred two chi ldren in the second grade, using a di8g-
nostic picture test for the Alice and Jerry Series of 
the Row, Peterson Company. 
Material s: A picture test was prepared from the 100 words 
found in t he basic readers. Books used: 
Procedure: 
1. 
2. 
Readiness Book 'l'wo: Down the River Road. 
Second Reader: FrrenQIY Villages;-
'11he one hundred words selected from these 
books were chosen in regard to frequency of use in 
t h e readers and in frequency of appearance in the 
International Kindergarten Union ·;vord List. 
l'he test consisted of pictures by which the child-
ren could indicate their familiarity with experiences 
in these categories; People, places, play, and 
sciences. 
·rhe test was g iven to 102 second grade children, 
seventy-ana boys and thirty-one girls, in six di ffer-
ant classrooms, representing four schools. 'l'heir 
C. A' s ranged from six years ten months to ten years. 
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l. There is a need to enrich experiences of second 
grade children in order to aid in their comprehension 
of basic readers. 
2. Six words were understood by all the children and 
do not need enrichment: cage, captain, clock, eye, 
Indian, p&.le. 
3. Fif ty-seven out of one hundred words were under-
4. Twenty out of one hundred words were understood by 
eigh ty to eighty-nine percent of the children. 
5. 'l'hirteen out of one hundred words were understood 
by fifty to seventy-nine percent of the chi ldren. 
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6. Four words were understood by less than fifty per- !! 
cent of the children: hogan, rolling plains, turquoise, Jj 
hollows. 
7. I'here were no words not known to at least some of 
the 102 children. 
8. There was very little difference in the percentage 
of boys and girls who understood the words in this 
study. On only eleven out of the one hundred words 
were there a significant difference of more than ten 
percent: blacksmith, blanket, cobbler, corner, corral, 
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9. The category Play rated the highest in the child-
ren's understanding. 'rhe category Science rated the 
lowest with 80.6 percent of the children understanding 
these experiences. 
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Phillips, llelen 1v~ ., A Survey of the Experieoce Backgrouod 
of First Grade Ghildren. Ed.M. 1952. 46p. 
Purpose: to discover the knowledge 167 children in the 
first grade have concerning 100 selected words, as 
measured by a picture test. 
\J.l a terials: ·rhe Basic Readers from Ginn and Company, New 
York, for grade one used in this study were: three pre-
primers, one primer, and one first r eader. 'rhe major 
areas selected to understand the readers were: Play, 
Home, People, Places, Transportation, and Sciences. 
Procedure: The vocabulary from the basic readers was alpha-
betized, frequency in readers listed, and frequency of 
appearance in International Kindergarten Union List 
noted. 1'o select words for a picture teat all proper 
names and pronouns, some adjectives, verbs, adverbs 
and words appearing more than 200 times on the I.K.U. 
List, and less than five times in the readers, were 
omitted. The hundred words used in the test were 
ch osen as follows: words in the readers but not on the 
I.K.U. List; words with a frequency of less than 200 on 
Ghe I.K.U. List, and words with a frequency of five or 
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, more in t he readers. 'fhe picture test was constructed, 1.· ! 
;; using these words, it consisted of six pages of pic- II 
!: tures. ·rna first page was a sample, used to damon- 11 \t . 
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strata to the children how the test was to work. For 
purposes of analysis ~he words were classified into 
six experience areas. 'rhe test wa s given in l'1ebruary 
to 167 first grade children, ninety-three boys, 
seventy-four girls, and was admini stered by the class-
room teacher. The mean C.A. of the boys was 6 - 10, 
and of the girls was 6 - 8. 
1: 
,. Finding s: 
:· 
·rhe mean score for the 167 ch ildren was 82.80. 
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·rhe mean score for t he girls was 84 .32, and for the 
boys 81.58. "rhe percent of the group in the six 
experience areas was: People 95.6, ·rransporta tion 
Places 91.2, Science 83.5, Home and Commu ni t y 94 .3, 
79.6, Play 78.7. No word was known by all the child-
ren, and no word was known by less than forty percent. 
Forty-two words were known by ninety percent of the 
entire group. 
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Price, Ethel · ~ . , Compa rison of Recorded Vocabulary of 
Children in h.indergarten 'J:hrough Grade 'fhree With 
I. K.u. and Gates Lists. .b:d.M. 1955 • 74p. 
Purpose: a further analysis of the 1954 vocabulary list 
and to compare the list with two existing lists. 
l~1a terials: ba sed on a s tiudy completed in 1954, in which the 
speaking vocabularies of children were recorded, a 
master list of a ll words occurring five times or more 
was compiled and checked against the Gates and ·.rhe 
International Kindergarten Union Lists. 
Procedure: All words with a frequency of five or more, 
were arranged in an alphabetical list for each grade. 
The words in each group included 1,440 kindergarten, 
714 grade one, 1,775 grade two, and 667 in grade three. 
f hese four lists were recorded on a final or master 
list which resulted in 911 different words with a fre-
quency of five or more on all the gra de lists. 'l'his 
list was then checked against the I. K.U. and the Gates 
Lists. 
Findings: 
't he four lists contained a total of 2,609 words 
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1,574 words ware common to the I.K.u. and the 1954 
l i sts. 
990 words were common t o the Gates and t he 1954 
lis ts . 
906 words ware common to the three lists. 
Children use many words now which are not in-
cluded in earlier lists. They possess not only an 
extensive speaking vocabulary, but use mature expres-
s i ons, such as; accomplish, pr ecipitation, ident-
ical, and ventriloquist. 
'f he influence of television was shown in the per-
sonali t ies mentioned, the programs listed, and the 
word tel evi s ion itself. 
·rhere was evidence of ~he inf l uence of l oca l si t u-
ations i n words, such as; breakwater and Boston Com-
mon. 
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,: Voca-oula.ry of First Grade Children. Ed . M. 1952. 50p. 
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Purpose: To discover through a. diagnostic picture test, 
the understandings first grade children have of 100 
selected words of a basal reading system. 
Materials: The vocabulary from, ·rhe Alice and Jerry Books; 
the books used were: four Pre-Primers, one Primer, one 
i: First Reader. 170 children from eight classrooms in 
" 
I 
1: 
I 
!i 
i ' 
i 
five schools, seven first; grades, one a combination of 
first and second. 
Procedure: ·rhe vocabulary from the basal readers was alpha-
betized, the frequency of the individual word in the 
readers, and its frequency from the I.K.u. List checked. 
', rords having high frequency on the I.K.U. List were not 
used. ~ach member of the group compiled an individual 
list and constructed a picture test suited to the vocab-
ulary selected and the major areas of experiences most 
common to all. An eight page booklet of pictures, to 
be identified and marked in a testing time of five min-
utes per day, per page, was the result. ·rhe data ob-
tained from the diagnostic picture test were analyzed 
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to discover 1) The familiar experience areas. 
2) The unfamiliar experience areas. 
ence study in these experience areas. 
Findings: There were no areas tested so familiar that 
more complete understanding would not be gained by 
an extensive enrichment program. 
People, with eighty percent correct responses is 
the area most greatly enriched by out-of-school 
a ssociation for children ·of first gr a de age. 
t his basal series incorporates a desirable degree 
! 
of materials familiar to the majority, since the lowest 
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avera ge was seventy-two percent in the area Places. I' 
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'l'here was a difference in the scores of boys and ii 
li 
girls, boys seventy-seven percent, girls seventy-four !i 
percent. The boys scored higher than the girls in 
five areas; People, Places, •r ransporta tion, 
Science, and Miscellaneous. In Play girls scored 
higher. 
f he boys scores ranged from forty-six to ninety-
six, and the girls from forty-nine to ninety-seven. 
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' hompson, Helen I., ! Study of Vocabulary liecessary for 
Reading In A irst Grade. l!:d.M. 1945. 98p. 
Purpose: To discover through the use of a picture vocabu-
lary rest, what experiential words essential to first 
grade reading are understood by her kindergarten group. 
!; Materials: Fifteen pre-primers, nine primers, and seven 
II ii first readers were examined for words that required a 
II 
il 
1: background of experience to be understood. '.Phase 
1: i: thirty-one basal readers were from ten different pub-
~ i :: lishing houses. ·rhe Pinther Cunningham Intelligence 
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'rest, Form • was administered to obtain mental age 
of group. 
Procedure: Each word was noted, tabulated for frequency, 
and classified under one of the twenty-two experience 
fields. f he list of words resulting from the first 
classification (637) were reviewed and only those which 
could be illustrated and would provide a sampling of 
the child's experiential background were selected, 
making a total of 326 words, which were used in the 
construction of a picture test. 'rhe test was given to 
forty-five children individually in approximately 
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twenty-five minute periods. The child was asked to 
point to the pictures of the words that the teacher 
pronounced. l'ha mann C .A. for the twenty-five boys 
was 4-11, for the twenty girls wa s 5-0. 'i'he mean 
, .A. of the boys was 4-11, and for the girls 4-10. 
Findings: rhe 326 experience words tested were listed in 
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the order of difficulty and forty-eight were known 
by ninety percent or more of che children. 137 words 
were known by fifty percent or less of the ch ildren. 
~here was no experience field with complete know-
ledge nor any w th complete lack of knowledge. ·rhere · 
ere two fields in whi ch tna group knew eighty percent 
or more of t he words; ·roy and Pl ay 83.71 percent 
and City 81.37 percent. i'here were ten f ields with 
,. 
,; 
n 
1: 
!i 
:I 
a total mean of lass than fifty percent which indicQ ted I' 
,I lack of experience and need for enri chment. 'rha boys 
had better understanding of word meanings, consequently 
a batter vocabulary background than the girls. A 
background of experience is essential in any program 
of vocab~ lary building. 
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' ii !: Young, Patience, A Comparison of the Vocabularies of •ren il 
1: Standard Achievement •rests in Reading Vvi th the Prim- j! 
j: ,, 
r ary Social Studies Books .2! the Curriculum Foundation I' 
1: 1! 
!: Beries. Ed.M. 1951. ll9p. 11 
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:: Purpose: as stated in title, and to determine what percent [i 
j: of words included in the tests were in the books and 
1
:
11 I: what percentage of the vocabulary of these books was 
!:.:· l,!,i tested. 
li r I; ,I 
' Materials: Achievement tests used in this study: American I! 
r i: 
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School Achievement Test, Detroit Reading ·rest, Detroit 
Word Recognition Tests, DeVault Pr i mary eading Test, 
Gates Primary Heading ~est, Lee-Clark rleading Tests, 
Los ngeles Primary Word .ttecogni tion ·rest, ietropoli tan 
Achievement Test, Primary ~eading Test (Reilley), 
Unit .:>ca.les of Attainment. 
'fhe primary social studies books of the Curriculum 
Foundation Series used: Peter's Family, Hello, David, 
Someday Soon. 
I' 
1: Procedure: The new words in the books were listed and alpha-
1! be tized, as well as ~11 of the t;es ts. One work sheet 
was arranged for each of the tests. The alphabetical 
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list for the book or books was compared with this 
list. Percentages were determined for the number of 
test words found in the books, also, the percent of 
the book vocabulary tested. 
Findings: There is a wide difference between tests in per-
cent of words common to t he tests and the books. The 
Detroit tests showed generally high percentages of 
words common to both. Percentages for the number of 
test words found in the books ranged from 70.31 to 
27.76. Al though none of the tests have a high per-
centage of common words, there is a wide range be-
tween tests; and in many cases, between forms of the 
same test. 
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